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Consumers often do not have complete information about the choices they face and therefore have to spend 

time and effort in acquiring information. Since information acquisition is costly, consumers trade-off the 

value of better information against its cost, and make their final product choices based on imperfect informa-

tion. We model this decision using the rational inattention approach and describe the rationally inattentive 

consumer’s choice behavior when she faces alternatives with different information costs. To this end, we 

introduce an information cost function that distinguishes between direct and implied information. We then 

analytically characterize the optimal choice probabilities. We find that non-uniform information costs can 

have a strong impact on product choice, which gets particularly conspicuous when the product alternatives 

are otherwise very similar. There are significant implications on how a seller should provide information 

about its products and how changes to the product set impacts consumer choice. For example, non-uniform 

information costs can lead to situations where it is disadvantageous for the seller to provide easier access 

to information for a particular product, and to situations where the addition of an inferior (never chosen) 

product increases the market share of another existing product (i.e., failure of regularity). We also provide 

an algorithm to compute the optimal choice probabilities and discuss how our framework can be empirically 

estimated from suitable choice data.

Key words : discrete choice, rational inattention, information acquisition, non-uniform information costs,     

market inference.

1. Introduction

Facing an abundance of product choices and related information, but with only limited time and

attention to evaluate them, consumers have to come to grips with how much and what type of

information to acquire and to pay attention to (and what to ignore), and make product choice and
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purchase decisions based on this partial information. It is therefore quite possible that consumers

make “wrong” choices, but this does not necessarily imply that they are irrational. Since the works

of Simon (1955, 1979), bounded rationality acknowledges the fact that individuals make rational

decisions, but subject to constraints. In an information-driven world, attention that can be allocated

to a specific choice task is limited, which puts constraints on the amount and type of information that

can be acquired. As information is “costly”, rational consumers have to trade-off the value of better

information against its cost. Rational inattention1 theory offers a compelling approach to capture

this trade-off by endogenizing the information acquisition process. Specifically, the pioneering works

of Sims (1998, 2003, 2006) propose a framework in which information is quantified as reduction in

Shannon entropy such that utility-maximizing consumers optimally select not only the quantity but

also the type of information they need, i.e., the consumer is free to choose the optimal information

structure. This is in contrast to standard search models where the information structure is prescribed

in advance (e.g., the consumer is assumed to receive signals with normal error).

Rational inattention theory has been applied to a broad spectrum of economic problems and has

been a powerful construct in providing explanations to some observed market and macroeconomic

phenomena such as price stickiness, business cycles and contractions, consumption (Sims 2003,

Maćkowiak and Wiederholt 2009, 2015, and Tutino 2013). It is increasingly applied to microeco-

nomics topics as well, especially pricing (e.g., Matějka and McKay 2012, Matějka 2015 and Boyacı

and Akçay 2017). A fundamental driver of these applications is the evolving understanding of how

rational inattention influences choice behavior. In a recent paper, Matějka and McKay (2015) study

the choice behavior of rationally inattentive consumers facing discrete choices with stochastic (pay-

off) values, assuming that the costs of acquiring and processing information is identical across

choice alternatives. They establish that the optimal information processing strategy leads to a

choice behaviour that can be characterized as generalized multinomial logit (GMNL). In particular,

the choice probabilities depend not only on the true realizations of the choices as in the standard

multinomial logit (MNL), but also on the prior beliefs of the consumer and the cost of information.

In this paper, we generalize the GMNL model and establish the choice model for a rationally inat-

tentive consumer whose information costs vary across the components of the state of the world she

studies. When the consumer picks an alternative, she achieves a utility that depends on the realized

state. The structure of the state space reflects the composition of the “to-be-learned” information,

which may be acquired at different effort levels (i.e., different unit costs of information). Hence, the

composition of the state space can carry several connotations in various contexts:

1 Throughout the paper, we use the terms “limited attention” and “rational inattention” interchangeably.
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(i) A consumer visits a store to buy a digital camera and is considering multiple products. A few

of these cameras have display models in the store, while the rest do not. The level of effort required

to evaluate each camera differs depending on the availability of a display model. In this setting,

the state of the world echoes the valuations of the products under consideration. Each product

corresponds to a different component of the state space and is learned at a different effort level.

(ii) A consumer is deciding to purchase (or not) a smartphone with multiple features. The fact

that some features (e.g., price, weight) are easier to evaluate than others (e.g., service quality,

lifetime) is captured by different information costs. Each component of the state space corresponds

to the value that a feature adds to the consumer’s utility.

(iii) A consumer is deciding which movie to rent when her friend visits. In this case, the states

of the world describe the preference (or type) of her friend, which drives her utility obtained from

watching a movie. Effectively, the consumer is trying to learn her friend’s type, and it is easier

to learn about some type dimensions (e.g., age, gender), than about others (e.g., attitude towards

different genres). Each type dimension corresponds to a different component of the state space.

The framework developed in this paper is general, and can be applied to all of the contexts above

(and their combinations). However, given the focus of this paper and also to ease exposition, we

restrict our presentation in the sequel to the first context, i.e., consumer choice among multiple

products.

There are three key reasons as to why rational inattention to discrete choice with different infor-

mation costs is significant. These also constitute the cuneate contributions of our paper:

realism & applicability. The uniform information cost assumption underpinning the GMNL

characterization can be interpreted as the consumer acquiring and processing information through

a common channel with a certain associated cost. Effectively, it means that the amount of effort

(and hence cost) spent to obtain and process 1-byte of information about each alternative is the

same. As exemplified above, this is not necessarily the case in reality. It is often times easier to

obtain information about some products than about others, by the very nature of the product. Or

sometimes information is obtained from different sources with different levels of time-and-attention-

efficiency (online, catalog, direct sales force etc). It can also depend on the assortment that is offered

– it is easier to obtain information about products that are readily available for “touch and feel”

compared to others that are not available for such an experience and require extra effort to garner

information.2 These realities call for a choice model that allows the information cost to vary among

2 S. J. Hoch (1986) and Hamilton and Thompson (2007) stress the importance of consumers’ experience at the point
of sale and consumers’ struggle to judge on the value of a product through abstract product description compared
with direct user experience.
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the alternatives considered by the consumer. Such a choice model would form the essential building

block for a variety of operations/marketing applications involving consumers with limited attention.

relation to other choice models. Discrete choice models under rational inattention are

particularly promising because of their close relation to MNL choice models. By generalizing the

GMNL model, we extend this relationship. The connection with MNL is particularly relevant in our

context because a rather common approach to model bounded rationality of customers is to adopt

the quantal choice model of Luce (1959), which leads to the MNL (see McKelvey and Palfrey 1995).

We refer to Anderson et al. (1992) for a comprehensive coverage of MNL models in general and to

Wierenga (2008) for their use in marketing science. MNL and its variations (e.g., nested logit) have

been extensively studied to model consumer behavior in the operations management literature as

well, in particular in the context of pricing, revenue management and assortment planning (Hanson

and Martin 1996, van Ryzin and Mahajan 1999, Dong et al. 2009, Zhang and Adelman 2009, Davis

et al. 2014, among many others). In this stream, the need for richer and more general choice models

has also been recognized and some propositions have been made, such as Talluri and van Ryzin

(2004), Alptekinoğlu and Semple (2015), Blanchet et al. (2016), Srikanth and Rusmevichientong

(2017). Our paper complements this literature by offering a new, general and versatile choice model

that is derived from an analysis of the optimal behaviour of an individual consumer.

insights on choice behavior. The detailed assessment of information costs in our framework

allows insight into the attention allocation strategy of the consumer, which drives the ultimate

choice behavior. By comparison with the case of uniform costs, we show that information cost

differences among the alternatives have substantial impact on the optimal choice of consumers.

Naturally, the consumer pays more attention on and processes more information about alternatives

with lower costs. If the alternatives are otherwise identical, this implies a strict preference for

the one with the lowest cost. However, in general, the information obtained from the “cheaper”

alternatives can increase or decrease the likelihood of choosing other alternatives. In this sense,

reducing the cost of an alternative does not always mean it will be selected more often, nor does

it imply overall better choices for the consumer. As a matter of fact, it can lead to new decision

biases, implying that a uniform information provisioning strategy can be preferable in such cases. In

a similar vein, the addition of a new alternative to the choice set can steer demand to or away from

existing alternatives, depending on the information costs and consumer beliefs. Our choice model

has some desirable properties. For example, it does not suffer from IIA (independence of irrelevant

alternatives); duplicate (identical) alternatives are jointly processed as one. Furthermore, dominated

alternatives are never selected. However, their presence can influence choice behavior. Specifically,

we show that if a dominated alternative has a lower information cost, its addition to a set can
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result in the failure of regularity by increasing the choice probability of an existing alternative.

By providing a precise description of rational choice behavior under limited attention and costly

information, our model has the potential to guide product assortment and information provisioning

strategies of firms.

A central element of our model is the derivation of the total cost associated with the consumer’s

information processing strategy. Quantifying the amount of information the consumer acquires when

evaluating a particular alternative and accounting for its cost is an intricate task in the presence

of a non-uniform information cost structure, and this gets even more pronounced when there are

similarities (i.e. correlations) between the products. This is because, as the consumer learns about

a product, she may also learn about another product (and vice versa). Accordingly, there are two

forms of information acquired by the consumer: (i) direct information that the consumer obtains by

studying the particular alternative, and (ii) implied information that the consumer acquires about

the alternative by studying another alternative. Since the unit costs of these sources might differ,

it becomes important to glean from the consumer’s information processing strategy the amount of

information acquired from each source. The consumer should prioritize cheaper sources of informa-

tion and should not attempt to obtain information about an alternative directly if that information

can already be inferred from previously studied alternatives. We develop an information cost func-

tion that quantifies separately the amount of implied and direct information, and generalizes the

Shannon entropy based cost functions utilized in the rational inattention literature.

We formulate the consumer’s discrete choice problem based on this information cost function,

and then characterize the structure of the optimal solution. We show that that the optimal choice

behaviour can be described analytically. Our choice model generalizes the GMNL model in the

sense that it reduces to GMNL when the cost of information is uniform across all alternatives. After

establishing this result, we concentrate on a number of limiting cases and then provide two auxiliary

examples to illustrate the impact of impact of multiple information channels and different costs on

the choice behavior of consumers with limited attention. In addition, utilizing the necessary and

sufficient conditions, we develop an algorithm to determine the optimal choice probabilities. Finally,

we discuss empirical and experimental estimation and validation of our choice model.

2. Overview of Literature

Starting with the seminal work of Stigler (1961), the fact that customers need to exert costly effort in

order to acquire and process information about different alternatives has been widely investigated in

the context of information search models. In sequential search models, consumers gather information

about the value of alternatives one-by-one (or gradually learn about a particular product, possibly

one attribute at a time), and make the choice decision once they optimally decide to stop collecting
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more information (e.g., Weitzman 1979, Branco et al. 2012, Ke et al. 2016). Rational inattention

models differ in that no assumption is made on the process by which the consumer gets informed nor

on the type or quantity of information acquired , i.e., the information strategy is fully endogenized.

In parallel search models, consumers first determine the fixed set of products (commonly referred

to as the consideration set) about which to gather information and then make a choice among

them (e.g., Roberts and Lattin 1991, Manzini and Mariotti 2014), whereas rationally inattentive

consumers keep all alternatives on the table during the decision process. At optimality, it is possible

that only a subset of alternatives are chosen with positive probability, the rest are not considered at

all. In this sense, rational inattention leads to an endogenously defined consideration set among all

available alternatives (Caplin et al. 2016a). Also it is worth remarking that in most sequential and

parallel search models, upon paying “search” costs, consumers resolve the associated uncertainty. In

contrast, in rational inattention models, some uncertainty always remains after the consumer incurs

the cost of the information (which is optimally acquired).

As noted earlier, the theory of rational inattention belongs to the literature of bounded ratio-

nality and receives significant interest in economics (Gabaix 2014) as well as psychology (Todd

and Gigerenzer 2000). In extant related literature, models differ in the way limited information is

acquired and processed. For example, in Reis (2006), available information is attended to only spo-

radically, while in Verrecchia (1982) the consumer decides on the degree of the precision to which

she receives information (the variance of the signal). Further, Stoneman (1981) proposes a Bayesian

learning framework to update consumers’ expectations of product attributes based on noisy signals

– this particular approach has been commonly used in the marketing literature to capture salient

effects of word-of-mouth, usage experience, product trials, and advertising exposure (e.g., Erdem

and Keane 1996, Ackerberg 2003, Narayanan et al. 2005, Ching et al. 2014). The models conceived

by Sims (1998) and later adopted by many other researchers generalize these approaches, as they

offer the consumer the opportunity to receive signals of any type and to improve her prior in every

desirable way. The common feature is the modeling of the cost of information as a reduction of

uncertainty with respect to the prior, where uncertainty is measured as Shannon entropy (Shannon

1948). Our paper follows this prominent stream of modeling rational inattention.

There is fast-growing recent stream of literature on rational inattention. To our knowledge,

Matějka and McKay (2015) is the first application to discrete choice. Closely related, yet with a

stronger focus on the posterior beliefs induced by rationally inattentive choice, is the work of Caplin

and Dean (2015). Testable behavioral implications are studied in Caplin and Dean (2013). Caplin

et al. (2016b) provide a dynamic model where consumers observe previous market shares and refine

their beliefs over time. In steady state, market shares coincide with choice probabilities and this

connection enables estimation from market share data. We expand the above noted literature by
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incorporating a non-uniform information cost structure to the choice decision. In this sense, our

work also contributes to the research agenda laid out by Sims (2006).

3. Choice Model Formulation

In this section, we develop the choice model for a rationally inattentive consumer with different

information costs across different products. The general formulation is preceded by an introductory

example, which we revisit in §5.1 and §7.2. We refer the reader to Appendix A for a list of symbols

that are used in the description of the choice model.

3.1. Example 1: Tripartite Race

Consider a setting that resembles a “race” among three alternatives, namely {a, b, c}, the consumer

is choosing from. There are also three equally probable states of the world – each representing the

winning alternative, which provides a utility of vi > 0, i ∈ {a, b, c}, to the consumer when chosen.

The consumer receives zero payoff if she picks a wrong alternative. More specifically, the state space

is given by

Ω = Ωa ×Ωb ×Ωc, where Ωa = {0, va}, Ωb = {0, vb}, Ωc = {0, vc},

and only those states with exactly one positive value, Ω̄ = {(va,0,0), (0, vb,0), (0,0, vc)}, have non-

zero probabilities according to the prior belief g:

g(va,0,0) = g(0, vb,0) = g(0,0, vc) =
1
3
, while g(ω) = 0 for ω ∈Ω \ Ω̄.

The utility of choosing i in state ω is given by u(i,ω) = ωi.

The consumer can process information with the goal of sharpening her belief about the state of the

world, and consequently improving her decision. She does so by choosing an information acquisition

strategy f, according to which she receives signals, and conducts a Bayesian updating. Let S denote

the signal space available to the consumer. Consistent with the theory of rational inattention, we

place no restriction on the way the consumer learns and allow her to set up any joint distribution

f ∈Δ(Ω×S) of states and signals, as long as it is consistent with her prior belief, i.e., the marginal

of f with respect to Ω must equal the prior g ,

∑

s∈S

f (ω, s) = g (ω) for all ω ∈Ω. (1)

In order to illustrate the benefits and costs associated with an information strategy, consider now

a given strategy f. Suppose that f is to learn the value of alternative a for sure, but nothing more

about alternative b and alternative c. This is implemented by a signal space containing two signals
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s′ and s′′ that correspond to Ωa being va or 0, respectively. Being consistent with the prior belief,

such an information strategy f assigns the following joint probabilities to states and signals:

f((va,0,0), s′) = f((0, vb,0), s′′) = f((0,0, vc), s′′) =
1
3
,

i.e., the signals occur with marginal probabilities f (s′) = 1
3
and f (s′′) = 2

3
, and the posterior beliefs

are such that f (0,0, va | s′) = 1 and f (∙ | s′′) = 1
2
for both of the states (0, vb,0) and (0,0, vc).

The consumer chooses the alternative that gives the highest expected value based on the updated

belief. Hence, if signal s′ is realized, she chooses a; otherwise she chooses b and c with equal prob-

ability. The expected payoff associated with this information strategy is R(f) = 1
3
(va + vb + vc) .

Acquiring and processing this information is costly though. Specifically, the information cost C(f)

associated with the strategy f depends on the extent of the reduction of uncertainty achieved, as

measured by Shannon entropy H . In particular, the a-priori entropy of the state space is

Hg (Ω) =
∑

ω

g (ω) ∙ (− log g (ω))≈ 1.099,

where 0 ∙ log 0 := 0. Receiving signal s′ leaves no posterior entropy, Hf(∙|s′) (Ω) = 0, while receiving

signal s′′ reduces the posterior entropy to Hf(∙|s′′) (Ω)≈ 0.693. The expectation of this reduction over

all signals is called the mutual information If (Ω,S) between S and Ωunder the joint distribution f ,

If (Ω,S) = Hg (Ω)−
∑

s

f (s)Hf(∙ |s) (Ω) . (2)

Accordingly, we have If (Ω,S)≈ 0.637 for our example information strategy.

Extant literature assumes that the cost per unit of mutual information λ ≥ 0 is uniform across

all alternatives, and accordingly defines the total cost of an information strategy f as C (f) =

λ ∙ If (Ω,S) . The founding premise of our work is that the unit cost of information acquisition can

vary among alternatives, which we denote as λi for alternative i∈ {a, b, c}.Without loss of generality,

suppose that λa ≤ λb ≤ λc. As evident from our example, in computing the total cost of information,

it is necessary that we account for the fact that learning about one alternative implies learning about

the other alternatives as well. If signal s′ is realized, the consumer is also fully informed about the

values of alternatives b and c, whereas if s′′ is realized, the chance of alternative b (of alternative c)

being the right alternative needs to be adjusted from 1
3
to 1

2
. Specifically, this information strategy f

removes all uncertainty Hg(Ωa) concerning alternative a, such that If (Ωa,S) = Hg(Ωa)≈ 0.637. On

the other hand, the entropy of Ωb and Ωc is also expected to decrease, by about 0.174, respectively,

i.e., If (Ωb,S) = If (Ωc,S) = 0.174. However, all that is learned about b and c in this case falls into the

category of implied information. Note that the total information acquired does not equal the sum

of the information obtained about the separate alternatives, i.e, If (Ω,S) 6= If (Ωa,S) + If (Ωb,S) +
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If (Ωc,S). This fact indeed prevents us from directly attributing unit cost λi to information acquired

about alternative i.

We propose a total cost of information C(f) that asserts the following: the information about the

easiest-to-learn alternative a can be acquired at unit cost λa. What is implied from this about other

alternatives does not come at additional information costs. All that is learned about alternatives a

and b together, but not implied from information about alternative a, is the direct information

obtained about b and thus costs λb per unit. All information that goes beyond alternatives a and b

is acquired at unit cost λc. Accordingly, we express C(f) as

C(f) = λaIf (Ωa,S)+ λb(If (Ωa ×Ωb,S)− If (Ωa,S))+ λc(If (Ω,S)− If (Ωa ×Ωb,S)).

This cost function is an intuitive generalization which ensures that information about an alternative

is acquired from the cheapest available source, and that any implied information is not re-acquired

and processed by the consumer. We further remark that the above example is a special case as

there are only three states, each distinguishing the winning alternative. Intuitively, irrespective of

the information strategy, nothing can be learned about alternative c beyond what will be implied

through information acquired about alternatives a and b. Hence, in this example it must the that

If (Ω,S) = If (Ωa ×Ωb,S) for any information strategy f , implying C(f) = λaIf (Ωa,S)+λb(If (Ωa×

Ωb,S)− If (Ωa,S)), which is indeed the case.

For the specific information strategy considered in our example, the information cost C(f) simply

equals 0.637λa, since in this case all that is learned about alternatives b and c is implied from

information obtained about a, i.e., If (Ω,S) − If (Ωa,S) = 0. Note the immediate connection with

a traditional search model where the consumer chooses to learn the value of alternative a (upon

paying a fixed search cost of λaHg(Ωa)), or not. Needless to say, the consumer may prefer a very

different information strategy in general, possibly relying on very complex signals. In fact, we allow

the consumer to determine the optimal information strategy f that maximizes R(f)−C(f), which

typically is not fully informative (neither about a nor about b). It further turns out that at optimality,

it suffices for the consumer to use as many signals as there are alternatives, each pointing to the

corresponding alternative as being the best. This central connection enables the characterization of

the optimal choice probabilities without referring to the information strategy. We formalize these

observations for the general case in the next section.

3.2. General Choice Model Formulation

The consumer chooses an alternative i from a finite set A. The state of the world is a random

variable Ω = (Ω1 × . . .×Ωk × . . .×Ωn) taking values ω ∈Rn . Picking alternative i in state ω yields

utility u(i,ω)∈R. The consumer has the prior belief g ∈Δ(Ω), where Δ(X) denotes the set of all
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probability distributions on X. The consumer processes information so as to sharpen her belief about

the state of the world for an improved decision. Let λk denote the unit cost of acquiring information

directly about the kth component of the state space, i.e., about Ωk. Without loss of generality,

suppose that λ1 ≤ λ2...≤ λn . Given the signal space S⊆Rn that is available, the consumer sets up

any joint distribution f ∈Δ(Ω×S) of states and signals that is consistent with her prior belief.

Clearly, depending on information strategy, i.e. the joint distribution f , the signal can be more

or less beneficial (informative). In particular, given signal s, the consumer creates an updated belief

f (∙ | s) ∈ Δ(Ω) over the state of the world, and chooses the alternative that yields the highest

expected value based on this updated belief. The less noise that remains in the updated belief, the

more promising this choice becomes. The resulting expected payoff R(f) is then3

R (f) =
∑

ω

g(ω)
∑

s

f(s |ω)max
i∈A

∑

ω′

f (ω′ | s)u (i,ω′)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
expected utility after receiving
signal s, holding belief f(∙ |s)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
anticipated utility if state ω is realized

, (3)

where f (s |ω) denotes the conditional probability (implied by the information strategy f) that the

consumer observes the signal s if the state of the world is ω.

The most crucial element of the rationally inattentive consumer’s choice framework with non-

uniform information costs is the development of a total information cost function C(f) based on

mutual information If (Ω,S) that accounts for different costs across components of the state space.

Conceptually, If (Ω,S) is generated from a series of queries and their responses. Practically, this is

tantamount to consumers studying the states in some order, asking questions and updating beliefs

accordingly. We do not specify the exact process by which information is acquired. However, as

highlighted in the previous section, correlation across the components of the state space naturally

implies that whenever something is learned about a particular component, information about other

components is acquired as well. Indeed, even if the Ωk’s are independent according to the prior belief,

it is typical that the rationally inattentive consumer designs her information strategy in such a way

that they do become conditionally dependent on the signal. Consequently, the total information

acquired does not equal the sum of the information acquire about the individual components,

i.e.,
∑n

k=1 If (Ωk,S) 6= If (Ω,S). Nevertheless, it must be that for any Ωk, the customer, whenever

possible, should infer information acquired at lower unit costs, and only then attempt to acquire

information directly at unit cost λk. This leads to the following total cost of information:

C (f) =
n∑

k=1

λk ∙ (If (Ω1∙∙∙k,S)− If (Ω1∙∙∙k−1,S)) , where Ω1∙∙∙k = Ω1 ×Ω2 × ∙ ∙ ∙×Ωk. (4)

3 To simplify exposition, we adopt countable signal and state spaces in our notation. The results herein, however, can
be generalized to continuous spaces.
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We remark that C(f) given by (4) can be justified from first principals, using an axiomatic

approach which postulates how the cost of two information strategies differ. In particular, the key

assumption that generates (4) specifies that the gain in information (from switching strategies)

inherent to any combination of Ωk’s come at the maximal unit cost λk associated with this combi-

nation. It can then be established that C(f) is the unique cost function satisfying this assumption.

We omit these details in the interest of space.

Applying the chain rule of mutual information If (Ω1∙∙k,S) =
∑k

`=1 If (Ω`,S |Ω1∙∙`−1) on (4) results

in the following more tractable representation of the total information cost.

Definition 1. Let the unit costs of information associated with the components of the state

space Ω1,Ω2, . . . ,Ωn be given by λ1 ≤ λ2, . . . ,≤ λn . The cost of information C(f) of an information

strategy f ∈Δ(Ω×S) can be expressed as

C (f) =
n∑

i=1

λi ∙ If (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1) , (5)

where the conditional mutual information If (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1) is the expected mutual information

between Ωk and S conditional on Ω1∙∙k−1,

If (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1) =
∑

ω1∙∙k−1∈Ω1∙∙k−1

f (ω1∙∙k−1) If((∙,∙)|ω1∙∙k−1) (Ωk,S) .

Note that λk = λ for all i∈A implies C (f) = λ ∙ If (Ω,S) and the total information cost function

reduces to that in extant literature. In this sense, the cost function (5) generalizes the Shannon

entropy based information cost functions utilized in the literature to non-uniform information cost

structures. With this cost function, the consumer can determine her optimal information strategy.

consumer’s optimization problem: Find an information strategy f that solves:

maximize
f∈Δ(Ω×S)

R (f)−C (f) (6)

subject to
∑

s

f (s,ω) = g (ω) for all ω, (7)

where R (f) and C (f) are given in (3) and (5), respectively.

3.3. Implications of an Optimal Information Strategy

The standard approach in rational inattention literature, which has also been applied to the case

of uniform information cost structure (Sims 2003, Matějka and McKay 2015), realizes that the

optimal information strategy f may not resolve all uncertainty about the state of the world, and

therefore would result in a probabilistic choice behavior, captured by a joint probability distribution
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p ∈ Δ(Ω×A), where A is the random variable that takes value i ∈ A with the probability that

alternative i is chosen. It is then shown that choosing the optimal information strategy is equivalent

to a problem of selecting optimal choice probabilities. We now adapt and extend this argument to

the case of non-uniform information cost structures.

In Appendix B, we argue that essentially a single signal for each chosen alternative is sufficient to

implement an optimal information strategy (here, a “signal” can be complex in nature and represent

an involved learning outcome). More specifically, Lemma 2 stipulates that under an optimal infor-

mation strategy, for every signal that leads to the choice of a particular alternative i, the posterior

belief about the state of the world conditional on the reception of this signal must be the same,

i.e., s′, s′′ ∈
{
s∈ S | i = argmaxj∈A

∑
ω f (ω | s)u (j,ω)

}
implies f (∙ | s′′) = f (∙ | s′). The intuition is

that if an information strategy leads to the choice of a particular alternative with distinct posterior

beliefs about the state of the world, then the consumer would have processed “unnecessary” infor-

mation and hence such a strategy would not be optimal. This follows from the fact that the choice

has not improved, but the cost of the information strategy with distinct posteriors is higher. Even-

tually, the one-to-one relationship between the action and posterior belief means that the reception

of the signal is as informative about the state of the world as is the observation of what alternative

is chosen. Consequently, we can replace the mutual information between signal and state by the

mutual information between action and state, If (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1) = Ip (Ωk,A |Ω1∙∙k−1). This allows

us to formulate the consumer’s optimization problem in terms of choice probabilities.

Proposition 1 (consumer’s problem without reference to information strategy).

The set of conditional choice probabilities {p (i |ω)}i∈A,ω∈Ω is implied by an optimal information

strategy of an inattentive consumer, which optimally solves the problem in (6)-(7), if and only if it

is a solution to the following problem:

maximize
{p(i|ω)}i∈A,ω∈Ω

∑

i∈A

∑

ω∈Ω

u (i,ω)p (i |ω) g (ω)−
n∑

k=1

λk ∙ Ip (Ωk,A |Ω1∙∙k−1)

subject to p (i |ω)≥ 0 for all i∈A and ω ∈Ω
∑

i∈A

p (i |ω) = 1 for all ω ∈Ω,

where conditional mutual information is given by

Ip (Ωk,A |Ω1∙∙k−1) =
∑

i∈A

∑

ω1∙∙k∈Ω1∙∙k

p (i |ω1∙∙k) (log p (i |ω1∙∙k)− log p (i |ω1∙∙k−1)) g (ω1∙∙k) (8)

and the (partial conditional) choice probabilities are given by

p (i |ω1∙∙k) =
∑

ωk+1∙∙n∈Ωk+1∙∙n

p (i |ω1∙∙kωk+1∙∙n) g (ωk+1∙∙n |ω1∙∙k) . (9)
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The advantage of Proposition 1 is the reduction of a very complex problem of finding the optimal

information strategy to a more tractable problem of finding the implied optimal choice probabilities.

Note the “as-if”-notion of this result: the consumer is not actually assumed to optimize choice

probabilities, but using an optimal information strategy is behaviorally equivalent to the optimal

choice probabilities.

4. Optimal Choice

We now solve the consumer’s optimization problem stated in Proposition 1. To this end, we first

study the necessary conditions and explicitly state the ensuing conditional choice probabilities. We

then explore the consequences for some limiting cases. Finally, we discuss implications on posterior

beliefs.

4.1. Necessary Conditions on Conditional Choice Probabilities

It can be verified that the consumer’s problem in Proposition 1 is a concave optimization problem

over a compact set. This follows from the fact that Ip (Ωk,A |Ω1∙∙k−1) is convex in the decision

variables {p (i |ω)}i∈A , which can be established via Theorem 2.7.4 in Cover and Thomas (2006).

Moreover, p (i |ω) = 0 only if p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 0. Treating this case separately allows us to obtain the

structure of the optimal solution from the first order conditions of the Lagrangian. We formalize

the result in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 (necessary conditions). For any information cost structure 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ ... ≤

λn < ∞, the consumer forms her information strategy such that the optimal conditional choice

probabilities satisfy

p (i |ω) =
e

u(i,ω)
λn p(i)

λ1
λn
∏n−1

k=1 p (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω)
λn p (j)

λ1
λn
∏n−1

k=1 p (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

(10)

for all i ∈ A and all ω such that g(ω) > 0, where p (i) =
∑
ω p (i |ω) g (ω) is the unconditional

probability and p (i |ω1∙∙k) given by (9) is the partial conditional probability of choosing i∈A .

We remark that (10) is trivially true for alternatives never chosen, i.e., for if p (i) = 0. It is also

imperative to note that p (i) and p (i |ω1∙∙k) are not exogenous parameters; they are implied by the

p(i |ω)’s, and as such, are part of the consumer’s decision making strategy, capturing the effects of

prior beliefs.

In order to gain more intuition on the optimal choice probabilities, consider the special case when

information costs are identical. Indeed, plugging λ1 = ... = λn = λ into (12) yields

p (i |ω) =
e

u(i,ω)
λ p(i)

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω)
λ p (j)

, (11)
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which is precisely the Generalized Multinomial Logit (GMNL)4 as defined by Matějka and McKay

(2015). Evidently, our choice model reduces to the GMNL specification when information costs are

uniform. On the other hand, it is more general in the sense that when information costs differ, the

conditional choice probabilities are swayed by prior beliefs g(ω) not only through the unconditional

probabilities p(i), but also via the partially conditional choice probabilities p (i |ω1∙∙k)’s of selecting

each alternative. To substantiate our understanding of such implications, we rewrite (10) as

p (i |ω) =
e

u(i,ω)
λn

+αi

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω)
λn

+αj

, (12)

where we define αi as

αi =
λ1

λn

log p(i)+
n−1∑

k=1

λk+1 −λk

λn

log p (i |ω1∙∙k) . (13)

Written this way, the conditional probabilities follow a formula similar to the standard MNL, with

the payoff of each alternative shifted by the term αi. For the GMNL in (11), αi simply equals log p(i),

implying that if an alternative is in general attractive across all states, i.e., if p(i) is relatively high,

it can still be chosen with high probability even if its true value u(i,ω) in a particular state ω is

low (Matějka and McKay 2015).

When the information costs are non-uniform, the consumer will typically know more about easier-

to-learn alternatives, and this is reflected in the computation of how “attractive” an alternative

is, beyond the utility it delivers in the realized state ω. Specifically, the shift term (13) becomes

a weighted average of the log transformations of the partial conditional and the unconditional

choice probabilities. The partial conditional probability p (i |ω1∙∙k) represents the overall likelihood of

choosing an alternative i, based on what is learned from studying the k most accessible alternatives.

Hence, it is possible that a generally attractive alternative (with a relatively high p(i) can be

chosen with a low probability if the information obtained from studying the component with low

information cost (say Ω1) implies a low selection probability p (i | ω1), even if the true value u(i,ω)

is high. To what extend this happens depends also on the relative values of the information costs.

To clarify this, consider the simplest case with two alternatives (λ1 < λ2), where the shift term is

given by

αi =
λ1

λ2

log p(i)+

(

1−
λ1

λ2

)

log p (i | ω1) .

Suppose λ1 is fixed but λ2 increases. Then, the impact of the attractiveness of alternative i after

accounting for the cheaper information p (i | ω1) gains more weight relative to the impact of the

4When the consumer is a-priori indifferent to all alternatives (i.e., g(ω) is invariant to all permutations of the elements
of ω), then p(i) = 1

|A| and (11) reduces to the standard MNL formula.
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overall attractiveness p(i) that also comprises judgement about the more costly information. Fur-

thermore, from (12), it is evident that the utility u(i,ω1, ω2) obtained from choosing alternative i

in the realized state (ω1, ω2) becomes less relevant compared to the attractiveness p (i | ω1) of alter-

native i in just state ω1. This indicates that the consumer relies less on the utility she can get from

the particular state ω2 and instead focuses on the utility she expects to get across all states ω2.

4.2. Limiting Scenarios

In the previous section, we characterized the optimal behaviour of customers for the most general

case involving distinct alternatives with non-zero and finite information costs. There are some lim-

iting scenarios that do not directly follow from the conditional choice probability equation (10) in

Theorem 1. In this section, we focus on four such scenarios – infinite and zero information cost for

some alternatives, and duplicate and dominated alternatives. Delving into these limiting cases also

sheds some light on how non-uniform information costs impact the choices of inattentive consumers.

zero information cost (and deterministic alternatives). Suppose that the con-

sumer can freely process all information for the first alternative, i.e, λ1 = 0. This could represent

a product for which the customer can assign a true value very easily (e.g. a simple search good).

Then, (12) becomes

αi =
λ2

λn

log p (i | ω1) +
n−1∑

k=2

λk+1 −λk

λn

log p (i |ω1∙∙k) .

Note that if the utility provided by the first alternative is deterministic, i.e., Ω1 = ω1 with probabil-

ity 1, then p(i) = p(i | ω1) irrespective of λ1, and consequently (12) reduces to the above expression.

Accordingly, this expression applies also for deterministic alternatives (This could represent a prod-

uct about which the consumer is well-informed due to past experience, or the no-purchase alternative

with a particular reservation value.) We remark however that while the functional form of the con-

ditional choice probabilities for a particular state ω are the same, the choice behaviour for zero

information costs is richer as it changes with ω1.

infinite information cost. Suppose that it is infinitely costly (or prohibitively expensive) for

the consumer to process information about the last alternative, i.e., λn = ∞. This could represent

a product for which the customer is not willing to acquire any direct information, or for which such

information is not obtainable (e.g. product is not offered/available). In this case, Theorem 1 no

longer applies and its proof needs to be extended by an argument that no information is processed for

infinitely costly states beyond what can be inferred from feasible information. Specifically, when λn =

∞, it is necessary that Ip (Ωn ,A |Ω1∙∙n−1) = 0 in optimum to avoid an infinite information processing

cost. Accordingly, the consumer does not update her priors beyond the information obtained from
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alternatives 1...n − 1. Then, from (8), p (i |ω1∙∙n−1, ωn) = p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) for any ωn . Accordingly, the

utility obtained from the nth alternative enters the consumer’s decisions process only in terms of its

expectation, i.e., u(n,ω) is replaced with
∑

ωn
u(n,ω)g(ωn |ω1∙∙n−1) for all ω1∙∙n−1. This is intuitive;

since obtaining information about this alternative is not feasible, its attractiveness only depends on

the utility it is expected to provide across all ωn .

duplicate alternatives. It has been shown that when the information costs are uniform,

the resulting choice behavior of rationally inattentive consumers (i.e. GMNL) does not suffer from

the IIA property. Specifically, Matějka and McKay (2015) establish that duplicate alternatives are

jointly treated as one alternative. Two alternatives are referred to as “duplicates” if they take the

same values in all states of the world according to the prior belief of the customer. Suppose now

that a duplicate alternative with a different information cost is added to a choice set. Since the

values of the duplicate products are perfectly correlated, the consumer will only process information

about the cheaper cost alternative and this would yield the exact same information about the

other alternative. Hence, even if the individual information costs might differ, the consumer remains

indifferent between the original and its duplicate. Consequently, the probability of choosing the

original or its duplicate among available alternatives exactly equals the choice probability of the

original alternative, provided that it is not cheaper for the consumer to process information about

the duplicate. This requirement is critical – if it is easier to acquire information about the duplicate,

the optimal choice may differ since more information is likely to be processed due to the availability

of a cheaper information source.

dominated alternatives (and strong failure of regularity). A closely related

notion to duplicates is dominated alternatives. A dominated alternative is one for which the value is

lower than another alternative in all states of the world. Such alternatives are never selected when

the cost of information is uniform across alternatives (Matějka and McKay 2015). It can be easily

verified that this extends to the more general case of differentiated information costs (shifting the

choice probability from the dominated to the dominating alternative would increase the consumer’s

objective function). This does not mean information is not processed about a dominated alternative.

As a matter of fact, whether a dominated alternative is available or not in the choice set can become

relevant in the case of non-uniform information costs since it might serve as a cheap channel to

learn about other alternatives and thereby influence their choice probabilities. This can lead to a

“failure” of the regularity condition put forth by Luce and Suppes (1965), which requires that adding

a product to the choice set does not increase the market share of another product. Matějka and

McKay (2015) show that a rationally inattentive consumer facing uniform information costs might

fail the regularity condition, but only if the added product has a positive chance of being selected.
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This is because introducing a new product can set incentives for the consumer to get information

about the new product in a way that she is also informed about a previously “uninteresting” product.

With this additional information, she might identify cases where she buys a previously uninteresting

product. If the new product is inferior (i.e., dominated), however, the consumer would completely

disregard the new product and also would not process any information about it. Hence, there is

no failure of regularity under uniform information costs when the added product is dominated. In

contrast, non-uniform information costs can induce failure of regularity even if the inclusion is an

inferior, never-selected alternative (hence our usage of the term strong failure of regularity).

4.3. Implications on Posterior Beliefs

Recall from §3.3 that an optimal information strategy leads to a unique posterior belief for every

chosen alternative. Applying the Bayes’ rule to conditional choice probabilities p (i |ω) characterized

in Theorem 1, we can obtain the posterior belief p (ω | i) the consumer holds upon choosing i, i.e.,

the probability that the consumer attributes to state ω when her choice is i. Going a step further,

taking the ratio of the posterior beliefs held for different alternatives, we can relate them to the

utilities associated with these alternatives (as in Caplin and Dean 2013, 2015).

Corollary 1 (invariant ratio of posterior beliefs). For any two alternatives i and j

such that p(i), p(j) > 0, and for all ω, the posterior beliefs satisfy

e
u(i,ω)

λn

e
u(j,ω)

λn

=

∏n

k=1 p (ω1∙∙k | i,ω1∙∙k−1)
λk
λn

∏n

k=1 p (ω1∙∙k | j,ω1∙∙k−1)
λk
λn

. (14)

This ratio is useful in explicitly solving the optimal choice probabilities for small examples and also

for empirical estimation purposes. Observe that when information costs are uniform, (14) boils down

to the invariant likelihood ratio (ILR) e(u(i,ω)−u(j,ω))/λ) = p (ω | i)/p (ω | j) derived and discussed in

Caplin and Dean (2013).

5. Choice Behavior

In this section, utilizing simple examples, we illustrate the impact of information costs on the optimal

choice behavior of inattentive consumers. The first example is presumably the simplest setting with

non-uniform information costs that can be solved in closed-form. The second example is the classic

red-bus/blue-bus problem.

5.1. Example 1 (Revisited): Tripartite Race

Reconsider the example from §3.1. We let va = vb = 1 and vc ∈ {0.75,0.95}, capturing distinct versus

close third alternative values – effectively, we consider two sets of possible states of the world,

Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.75)} and Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.95)}. Assuming g(ω) = 1
3
for
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all ω ∈ Ω̄, we then solve for p(a), p(b) and p(c) in closed-form, utilizing (14) in Corollary 1. The

derivations of the closed-form expressions can be found in Appendix C.

First, we study the case with uniform information costs (λa = λb = λc = λ). Since each alternative

is the best only in one of the three states in Ω̄, under full information (λ = 0), we have p(i) = 1
3
for

i∈ {a, b, c}. In contrast, if the consumer does not process any information at all (λ =∞), then she

would choose either a or b, but never c, since its expected value is lower than the other two (actually

she is indifferent to a and b, and here we assume she chooses each one with equal probability,

i.e., p(a) = p(b) = 1
2
and p(c) = 0). Figure 1 shows how the unconditional choice probabilities vary

as a function of the information cost between these two extreme situations. We observe that the

consumer can afford to process information at higher costs when c’s value is close to that of a and b

compared to the case when c’s value is distinctly lower. Specifically, when vc = 0.75, the consumer

stops processing any information if λ ≥ 1.6, and chooses between a and b with equal probability

based on her priors, completely ignoring c due to its significantly lower value (Figure 1(a)). On the

other hand, this only happens if λ≥ 9.65 when vc = 0.95 (Figure 1(b)). Clearly, when the alternatives

are more similar, the consumer keeps them on the table for a larger range of information costs and

spends more effort to distinguish them. This suggests that a seller can steer demand towards a set

of products by adding a somewhat less attractive product to the choice set, or divert demand away

from the same set of products by adding a similarly attractive product to the choice set.
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(a) Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.75)}
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(b) Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.95)}

Figure 1 Unconditional choice probabilities for identical information costs (λa = λb = λc)

Next, we explore the case when information costs are non-uniform. Recall from §3.1 that for this

three state problem, the consumer does not process any information about c. Hence, the unit cost

λc does not matter, and we can assume λa ≤ λb = λc without loss of generality.
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We initially focus on a limiting scenario and look into the unconditional choice probabilities as a

function of λa when λb = λc =∞. In these cases, the consumer never chooses c since in expectation

it is inferior to b (and a); hence p(c) = 0, as illustrated in Figure 2. The only effect that is present is

the asymmetry in the information costs between a and b. At a first glance, it might seem intuitively

appealing that reducing the information cost of a should increase its choice probability, since the

consumer would be able to more confidently assess it as the better alternative. However, this is

not entirely correct – with reduced information cost, the consumer is also able to learn with more

confidence the states in which a is not the best alternative. Therefore, p(a) increases (monotonically

from 1
3
to 1

2
) and p(b) decreases (monotonically from 2

3
to 1

2
) with λa.
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Figure 2 Unconditional choice probabilities when λb = λc =∞

We now consider the general case with λa ≤ λb = λc <∞. Figures 3 and 4 depict the unconditional

choice probabilities for λa = 0.1 and λa = 0.5, respectively, for Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.75)}

and Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.95)}. Note that in each figure, the first observation point coincides

with the identical information costs case (λa = λb = λc). On the other hand, the limit values when

λb = λc =∞ follow directly from Figure 2 – p(a) = 0.34 and p(b) = 0.66 when λa = 0.1, and p(a) =

0.42 and p(b) = 0.58 when λa = 0.5.

In these cases, a second effect comes into the picture – the need for the consumer to distinguish

between b and c – and this can have intricate consequences on the overall choice behavior of the

consumer. Observe that if λa is relatively low (λa = 0.1), the consumer can acquire enough infor-

mation to essentially “know” when a is the best alternative. Hence, p(a) ≈ 1
3
in Figures 3(a) and

3(b). As λb increases, the consumer acquires less information about b (and infers less about c), but

increasingly prefers it over c as her decisions become more based on prior beliefs. Accordingly, p(b)

increases and p(c) decreases with λb and p(b)+ p(c)≈ 2
3
. When c’s value is significantly lower than

that of a and b (vc = 0.75 compared to vc = 0.95), we also observe that the consumer drops the

inferior alternative c from consideration much more rapidly with increasing λb.
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(a) Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.75)}
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(b) Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.95)}

Figure 3 Unconditional choice probabilities for λa = 0.1

Compare the above to the case when λa is relatively high (λa = 0.5). Since λa is no longer

negligible, the consumer cannot be very confident about the value of a and this has a strong impact

on the choice behavior. In particular, when c is a viable alternative for the consumer, choosing

either b or c (i.e., not choosing a) becomes less attractive as λb increases, because the consumer

would have to acquire additional information at a higher cost to learn which of the two is likely to

be the better alternative. Hence, p(b)+p(c) decreases and equivalently p(a) increases. Furthermore,

as discussed before, the consumer increasingly prefers b over c. If λb increases further, the consumer

no longer considers c as an alternative, i.e., p(c) = 0. Then, the consumer has to select among the

two same-valued alternatives (a and b). Since λa < λb, it is relatively easier for the consumer to learn

when a is not the best alternative (as pointed out before). Accordingly, p(a) decreases and p(b)

increases with λb
5. Note that if vc = 0.75, the consumer always chooses b over a more frequently. On

the other hand, if vc = 0.95, this happens only when λb is relatively high as we see in Figure 4(b).

In order to shed further light on the driving forces behind the key observations stated above, it

is worth also looking at the conditional choice probabilities. These are depicted in Figure 5 for Ω̄ =

{(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.75)} when λa = 0.5 (these conditional probabilities yield the unconditional

probabilities in Figure 4(a)). Observe that when either a or b is indeed the best alternative, the

consumer is able to make the correct decision more frequently. However, when c is the best choice, she

makes the correct decision only when the information cost associated with this particular alternative

is relatively low. We can glean further insights on information provisioning from these results:

• When an a-priori attractive alternative is also easy to evaluate, it does not matter how difficult

it is to gather information about other available alternatives (alternative a in Figure 5(a)).

5 This result is valid both when vc = 0.75 and vc = 0.95, even though for the latter case it is not directly observable
in Figure 4(b) due to λb being limited to the range[0,10].
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(a) Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.75)}
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(b) Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.95)}

Figure 4 Unconditional choice probabilities for λa = 0.5
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(a) ω= (1,0,0)
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(b) ω= (0,1,0)
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(c) ω= (0,0,0.75)

Figure 5 Conditional choice probabilities for λa = 0.5 and Ω̄ = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,0.75)}

• In contrast, when an a-priori less attractive alternative is also difficult to evaluate, it will be

chosen with low probability even if in reality it is the best alternative (alternative c in Figure 5(c)).

Making information easily accessible to the customer is extremely critical for such products.

• When an a-priori attractive alternative is difficult to evaluate, it will be chosen with high

probability only if the information costs are really high (alternative b in Figure 5(b)). It is essential

that the customers can single out such products. This can be done by making information easily

accessible when the product is indeed the best alternative, or by making obscuring the information

acquisition process so that the customer relies strictly on her prior beliefs.

5.2. Example 2: Red-Bus/Blue-Bus

The tripartite race example in the previous section highlights the impact different information costs

have on the choice behavior, but it does not provide a detailed account as to how correlations

among the alternatives shape this behavior. For this purpose, we turn our attention to the classic
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red-bus/blue-bus problem, and adopt the primary setup in Matějka and McKay (2015). The

consumer faces three alternatives – she may take the train (T ), the blue bus (B), or the red

bus (R). Table 1 gives the four possible states of the world, ( 1
2
,0,0), ( 1

2
,1,0), ( 1

2
,0,1), ( 1

2
,1,1), and

the prior belief of the consumer about each state, where ρ is the correlation between the values of

the two buses (values of 0 and 1 indicate that the particular bus is “slow” or “fast”, respectively).

The optimal choice probabilities for this example cannot be derived in closed-form, and has to be

calculated numerically by either using the algorithm we discuss in §6.2 or by complete enumeration

and brute force optimization (which is feasible here since the number of alternatives and states are

limited).

State 1 State 2 State 3 State 4

train 1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

red bus 0 1 0 1
blue bus 0 0 1 1

g (ω) 1
4
(1+ ρ) 1

4
(1− ρ) 1

4
(1− ρ) 1

4
(1+ ρ)

Table 1 Possible states and prior beliefs

Note that the speed of the train is deterministic, and the expected value of each of the three alter-

natives equals 1
2
. If the consumer were to choose an alternative without processing any information,

she would be indifferent between the three alternatives, i.e., p(T ) = p(R) = p(B) = 1
3
. On the other

hand, if the consumer could process information freely, she would always choose the fastest alter-

native, resulting in unconditional choice probabilities p(T ) = 1
4
(1 + ρ) and p(R) = p(B) = 1

8
(3− ρ).

Then, the buses are symmetric and they are chosen with equal probability, and this probability

decreases as ρ increases (the consumer learns more often that both buses are slow).

Suppose that acquiring and processing information about the red bus is less expensive than about

the blue bus, i.e., λR ≤ λB. Figure 6(a) shows the unconditional choice probabilities when λR = 0.2

and λB = 0.4 for varying correlation in the prior belief. We observe that the train is never selected

if the consumer has sufficiently strong belief that the two bus speeds are negatively correlated (i.e.,

if she sufficiently believes that one of the buses must be fast). Given that information processing is

costly, due to her beliefs that the train is unlikely to be the best alternative, she instead allocates

all her time and attention to understand which bus is faster (in fact, she just learns about the red

bus and if it isn’t promising, opts for the blue bus, such that each bus is chosen with 50% chance).

Nevertheless, as the consumer’s prior belief that the two buses are similar gets stronger with ρ,

she also starts selecting the train. Interestingly, in this range she builds a stronger preference for

the “cheap” red bus over the blue bus. This is because she acquires more information about the

red bus and has more confidence about its speed compared to the blue bus. In particular, as ρ
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approaches 1, the consumer believes that the buses have identical speed. Consequently, whenever

she decides to take a bus, she takes the red bus, on which she has more information. This signifies

the importance of information provision for a seller in forming its product choice set. When the

alternatives are very similar in the eyes of the consumer, even a slight improvement in the provision

of information for one product can significantly shift demand towards it. This is particularly stark

considering that when ρ = 1, the consumer treats duplicate alternatives jointly as one.
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(a) Unconditional choice probabilities (when

information costs are asymmetric λR = 0.2 and

λB = 0.4)
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(b) Unconditional bus choice probabilities for

various information cost constellations

Figure 6 Unconditional choice probabilities for the red bus/blue bus problem

From the above discussion, it is clear that correlations in the alternatives enable the consumer

to draw inferences, which in turn significantly influence her attention allocation and final choice.

To elaborate on this fact, we depict in Figure 6(b), the conditional probability of taking “a bus”

(red or blue). On one hand, when information is freely available, the consumer always makes the

correct choice and hence takes the bus 1
4
(3 − ρ) fraction of time. On the other hand, when the

consumer faces uniform information costs (λR = λB = 0.4), she takes the bus too often (for the

same reason discussed above). One could conjecture that reducing the information cost of even one

alternative would increase the amount of information processed, so it should bring this probability

close to the perfect information case (λR = λB = 0). From Figure 6(b), it is evident that this is only

partially correct. When λR = 0.2 and λB = 0.4, for negative correlation levels, the consumer more

correctly identifies the train as the fastest alternative. However, at positive correlation levels a

new decision bias is created. Since the consumer knows more about the bus with the lower cost,

she starts drawing strong (and wrong) inferences about the other bus, and this time she ends up

taking the Train too often. Reducing the information cost of the blue bus so that information
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costs are uniform again (λR = λB = 0.2) eliminates this decision bias and brings the conditional

choice probability of choosing either bus closer to the perfect information case for all levels of ρ.

This highlights the benefits that a seller can potentially earn from presenting information about

different choice alternatives in a rather similar and uniform manner.

In order to deepen our understanding of how asymmetry in information costs, coupled with cor-

relations, lead to more wrong/correct choices, we next focus on the conditional choice probabilities,

given in Figure 7. As seen in Figure 7(a), even when the train is the best alternative, it is not

selected by the consumer for sufficiently negative ρ, ρ≤−0.47 (as previously explained). Moreover,

in this range, her conditional belief for the red bus being slow yet the blue bus being fast is

decreasing in ρ. Therefore, the conditional choice probability of red bus (resp. blue bus) increases

(resp. decreases) in ρ. On the other hand, for ρ >−0.47, the train is also chosen and the consumer

increasingly prefers the train and avoids the buses as ρ increases. Further she also learns that both

buses are more likely to be slow mainly by processing direct information about the (cheaper) red

bus. Hence, as long as ρ ≤ 0.60, the consumer takes the red bus less often than the blue bus.

Interestingly, for high levels of ρ, when she erroneously learns that the red bus is fast, she also

infers that the blue bus must also be fast but since she is more informed about the red bus, she

takes it. In this case, the blue bus is rarely chosen.
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(a) In state ( 1
2
,0,0), when train is best
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(b) In state ( 1
2
,0,1), when blue bus is best

Figure 7 Conditional choice probabilities for the red bus/blue bus problem (λR = 0.2 and λB = 0.4)

Figure 7(b) shows that the consumer most often makes the right choice even when information

processing is expensive for the fast bus (red bus) and cheap for the slow bus (blue bus), provided

that she has negatively correlated beliefs. When she increasingly believes the buses to be similar

(ρ increases), however, the likelihood of taking the blue bus decreases sharply. This is because

the consumer has more information about the slow red bus, and since the buses are very similar
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according to her beliefs, she draws the inference that the blue bus must also be slow. She instead

increasingly chooses the train (and makes the wrong decision). In the extreme case, ρ ≥ 0.95 the

likelihood of her taking the correct blue bus is even less than the red bus.

6. Solving the Choice Model

The necessary conditions (10) presented in Theorem 1 are also sufficient if in optimality all alter-

natives are selected with positive probability. Clearly, this is not always the case; there may be

unchosen alternatives in a given setting. In this section, we first obtain the complete characterization

of both necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality, and subsequently propose an algorithm to

optimally solve for the choice probabilities.

6.1. A Complete Characterization of the Conditional Choice Probabilities

The necessary conditions in (10) alone do not completely identify which alternatives are going to

belong to the set of chosen (or unchosen) alternatives. This calls for both necessary and sufficient

conditions of optimality, which constitute the basis of our algorithm. In due course, we first substitute

(10) into the consumer’s choice problem in Proposition 1 to obtain a more simplified formulation.

Lemma 1 (alternative formulation). The conditional choice probabilities (p (i |ω))i∈A,ω∈Ω ,

solve the problem in Proposition 1 if and only if they are calculated by (10) from a collection of

partial conditionals p = (p (i |ω1∙∙n−1))i∈A,ω1∙∙n−1∈Ω1∙∙n−1
, that solve

maximize
p

W (p) = λn

∑

ω

g (ω) log

(
∑

i∈A

e
u(i,ω)

λn p (i)
λ1
λn

n−1∏

k=1

p (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

)

subject to p (i |ω1∙∙n−1)≥ 0 for all i∈A and all ω1∙∙n−1 ∈Ω1∙∙n−1

∑

i∈A

p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 1 for all ω1∙∙n−1 ∈Ω1∙∙n−1

Remember that the partial conditional probabilities yield the unconditional choice probabil-

ities via p (i) =
∑
ω1∙∙n−1

p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) g (ω1∙∙n−1) . For uniform information costs, the alterna-

tive formulation boils down to finding unconditional choice probabilities p(i) that maximize

λ
∑
ω g (ω) log

∑
i∈A eu(i,ω)/λp (i), which is tantamount to maximizing a log-sum expectation with

applications in other fields as well. In particular, it is equivalent to finding a so-called log-optimal

portfolio in finance (cf. Cover 1984).

The alternative formulation is a concave problem on a compact set, albeit not differentiable on the

boundaries. Using an argument on the subdifferential, we obtain the following optimality conditions.
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Theorem 2 (necessary and sufficient conditions). The vector of partial conditional

choice probabilities (p (i |ω1∙∙n−1))i∈A,ω∈Ω1∙∙n−1
yield the solution of the problem in Lemma 1 if and

only if

∑

ωn∈Ωn

g (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1)
e

u(i,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn p (i)

λ1
λn
∏n−1

k=1 p (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

∑
j∈A e

u(i,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn p (j)

λ1
λn
∏n−1

k=1 p (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

= p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) (15)

for all p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) > 0, and

∑

ωn∈Ωn

g (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1)
e

u(i,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn

∑
j∈A e

u(i,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn p (j)

λ1
λn
∏n−1

k=1 p (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

≤ 1 (16)

for all p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 0.

Note that (15) is equivalent to the necessary condition (10) in Theorem 1 (refer to Appendix B

for details). We also remark that Theorem 2 generalizes the necessary and sufficient conditions for

the uniform information cost case specified in Caplin et al. (2016a, Proposition 1) and in Cover and

Thomas (2006, Theorem 16.2.1) in the context of portfolio optimization.

6.2. Algorithm to Find Optimal Choice Probabilities

Lemma 1 offers a significant simplification over the formulation in Proposition 1. Nevertheless,

solving for the optimal partial probabilities p = (p (i |ω1∙∙n−1))i∈A,ω1∙∙n−1∈Ω1∙∙n−1
can still be quite

challenging when there are many alternatives and possible realizations of the values. To mitigate this

problem, we propose an iterative algorithm inspired by Cover (1984) that exploits the optimality

conditions in Theorem 2:

Algorithm 1 (optimal choice probabilities)

Step 1: Start with a vector p0 ∈R
|A×Ω1∙∙n−1|
++ .

Step 2: While W (pt) > W (pt−1), calculate pt+1 = (pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙n−1))i∈A,ω1∙∙n−1∈Ω1∙∙n−1
as

pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙n−1) =
∑

ωn∈Ωn

g (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1) e
u(i,ω1∙∙n−1,ωn)

λn p (i)
λ1
λn
∏n−1

k=1 pt (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω1∙∙n−1,ωn)
λn p (j)

λ1
λn
∏n−1

k=1 pt (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

. (17)

Step 3: Check if pt+1 satisfies conditions (16) for coordinates such that pt+1 (̂ı | ω̂1∙∙n−1) = 0.

– If pt+1 satisfies conditions (16), then abort with pt+1 as the optimal solution.

– Otherwise, construct a new p by reducing all elements of pt+1 by factor 1 − ε, where ε > 0

is small, and increasing pt+1 (̂ı |ω1∙∙n−1) by ε for all ω1∙∙n−1 ∈ Ω1∙∙n−1, where ı̂ denotes the

alternative for which the violation of (16) was strongest. Formally, set

p (j |ω1∙∙n−1) =

{
(1− ε)pt+1 (j |ω1∙∙n−1) , j 6= ı̂
(1− ε)pt+1 (j |ω1∙∙n−1) + ε, j = ı̂
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where

ı̂∈ argmax
i∈A

∑

ω1∙∙n−1 s.t. pt+1(i|ω1∙∙n−1)=0

∑

ωn

g (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1) e
u(i,ω1∙∙n−1,ωn)

λn

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω1∙∙n−1,ωn)
λn p (i)

λ1
λn
∏n−1

k=0 pt (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

.

Set pt+1 = p and go to Step 2.

Note that updating process in (17) produces feasible vectors that satisfy
∑

i p
t+1(i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 1.

Moreover, we establish in the next proposition that it improves consumer’s objective. Furthermore,

when the objective converges in Step 2, the optimality condition (15) for the chosen alternatives

(positive elements of pt) is satisfied. For the unchosen alternatives (zero elements of pt), if the

optimality condition (16) is violated, then we perturb pt in Step 3 in a way that improves the

objective, and repeat the updating process.

Proposition 2. The updating described in (17) weakly improves the objective, i.e., W (pt+1) ≥

W (pt) . In particular, we have

W
(
pt+1

)
−W (pt) ≥ λ1DKL

(
pt+1 (∙)‖pt (∙)

)

+
n−1∑

k=1

(λk+1 −λk)
∑

ω1∙∙k∈Ω1∙∙k

g (ω1∙∙k)DKL

(
pt+1 (∙ |ω1∙∙k)‖pt (∙ |ω1∙∙k)

)

where DKL denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence defined as DKL(p‖q) =
∑

x p (x) log p(x)

log q(x)
.

The next result then establishes the accumulation points constitute optimal solutions, i.e., the

algorithm converges to optimal partial conditional choice probabilities.

Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 finds an optimal solution to the optimization problem of the consumer.

7. Empirical Application and Validation

We now explore the connection between our model and data. To this end, we first present a model

that motivates the usage of market share data in order to infer the utility of rationally inattentive

consumers. We then sketch parallels with a second stream of literature that aims at testing the

model from an experimental researcher’s perspective.

7.1. Inference from Market Share Data

In a recent paper, Caplin et al. (2016b) develop a model where rationally inattentive consumers freely

observe past product market shares, and then acquire additional information at a cost about the

utility they derive from products. In this model, the unknown state is interpreted as the preference

(type) of consumers, which is heterogenous over the population. Over time, the prior belief about

the distribution of consumer types is refined until a steady state is reached. The fundamental result
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is that steady state market shares of chosen products are equal to those that would follow from

correct knowledge of the true type distribution in the population, and that the market shares reflect

the choice probabilities induced by the GMNL formula. This central connection paves the way for

empirical work using standard estimation techniques. In what follows, we establish a generalization

and demonstrate how detailed market share data can be used when information costs are non-

uniform among the type characteristics (for more details we refer to Appendix D).

To this end, consider a dynamic variation of our problem indexed by time t. Consumers neither

know the actual state ω ∈ Ω (i.e., their type) nor the true distribution g? ∈ Δ(Ω), where Δ(Ω)

denotes the set of distributions over types. In each period, each consumer observes all past realized

partial type-dependent market shares, and then enters the decision making process with the belief

μt ∈Δ(Ω), being the average of all beliefs deemed possible at time t. This is followed by an optimal

information acquisition and choice making in the spirit of rational inattention with differentiated

information costs, resulting in conditional choice probabilities pt (i |ω). The realized unconditional

market share Mt(i) as well as partially type-dependent market shares Mt (i |ω1∙∙n−1) are determined

by choice probabilities and pt (i |ω) and true distribution g? such that

Mt(i) =
∑

ω

g?(ω)p(i |ω) (18)

Mt (i |ω1∙∙n−1) =
∑

ωn

g? (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1)pt (i |ω) . (19)

Consequently, in each period, consumers eliminate a belief μ̌ from the set of possible belief dis-

tributions if the observed partial-type dependent market shares cannot be generated from it, i.e.,

Equation (19) is not satisfied for μ̌ plugged in instead of g?.

Using an analogous approach to Caplin et al. (2016b), we can show the following:

1. Consumer beliefs refine and converge to a steady state after a finite number of periods.

2. In steady state, overall market shares satisfy M(i) = p(i) and state dependent market shares

satisfy M (i |ω1∙∙k) = p (i |ω1∙∙k) for k = 1, ..,n − 1.

3. Assuming further that the consumers learn independently, i.e., M (i |ω) = p (i |ω), we obtain

M (i |ω) =
e

u(i,ω)
λn M (i)

λ1
λn
∏n−1

k=1 M(i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω)
λn M (j)

λ1
λn
∏n−1

k=1 M (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

. (20)

As state-dependent choice and market shares follow the (generalized) logit, known estimation

techniques can be used. To see this more explicitly, take the seminal model in McFadden (1974) also

discussed in Caplin et al. (2016b). In this model, consumer n in state (of type) ω derives utility

Uωi,n = u(i,ω)+ βεi,n
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from choosing alternative i. Here, u(i,ω) is the intrinsic utility, εi,n is an extreme value distributed

shock, and β > 0 is a scalar. The state dependent market shares are given by the logit formula

M(i |ω) =
eβu(i,ω)

∑
j∈A eβu(j,ω)

In our model, state dependent market shares are of similar form,

M(i |ω) =
e

1
λn

u(i,ω)+α(i,ω)

∑
j∈A e

1
λn

u(j,ω)+α(j,ω)

where α(i,ω) = λ1
λn

logM (i) +
∑n−1

k=1

λk+1−λk

λn
logM (i |ω1∙∙k) .

Based on the above, we can state the following equivalency: Consumer choices in our model are

observationally equivalent to choices in a random-utility model with

Uωi,n = (u(i,ω)+ λnα(i,ω)) + 1
λn

εi,n ,

where εi,n are extreme-value distributed.

In the uniform case with λ1 = . . . = λn = λ, the term λnα(i,ω) becomes simply λ logM(i). Then,

as illustrated by Caplin et al. (2016b), if one uses the standard logit model to infer utility, one

would estimate u(i,ω)+λ logM(i) instead of u(i,ω). Hence, the appropriate approach would be to

estimate 1/λ precisely the same way that β is estimated, and then subtract λ logM(i) (which then

is known) to obtain estimates of the intrinsic utility u(i,ω).

In the non-uniform case, a similar approach can be adopted, and 1/λn can be estimated in the

same way as β. However, estimating the intrinsic utility is more involved since λnα(i,ω) involves

additional terms. Writing it out explicitly, it is easy to see that it consists of an intercept term

u(i,ω)+λ1 logM(i) and additional terms
∑n−1

k=1 (λk+1 −λk) logM (i |ω1∙∙k), which are linear in the

observed state-dependent market shares. Therefore, one would need to use a standard approach for

estimating linear utility functions (e.g. EM algorithm) and obtain estimates of (λk+1 −λk). Together

with λn , all information cost parameters λ1, ..., λn would then be specified. Finally, subtracting

λ1 logM(i) from the estimate of the intercept would yield the estimate of the intrinsic utility u(i,ω).

In summary, when sufficiently rich state dependent choice data exists, the rationally inattentive

choice with non-uniform information costs can be estimated using standard logit models of inference.

This would also reveal the potential biases that exist in standard estimation models that overlook the

possibility of information frictions (or limited time and attention capacity of consumers) and show

how these are shaped by the asymmetry in obtaining and processing information about different

alternatives, attributes, or states of the world in general.
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7.2. Experimental Validation and Estimation

In other recent work, Caplin and Dean (2013, 2015) describe a method to identify whether a con-

sumer is rational inattentive or not from state dependent choice data. The method is tested using

data collected from an experiment where the subject faces 100 balls appearing on a computer screen,

some of which are red and the remaining are blue, e.g. 51 red balls and 49 blue balls or the other way

around. Subjects are told that both states are equally likely. The subject has to figure out whether

there is a majority of red or blue balls and receives $10 when guessing correctly, and nothing upon

making a false guess. Repetition of the experiment yields choice frequencies that can be interpreted

as conditional choice probabilities. These choice probabilities imply posterior beliefs that have to

satisfy the condition (14), which rearranged for the unit cost of information λ becomes

λ = u($10)
(
log p(51 balls are red | red is guessed to be the majority)

p(51 balls are blue | red is guessed to be the majority)

)−1

,

where we set u($0) = 0. Note that a variation of prizes (e.g., $2, $10, $30) now has strict implications

on the posterior probabilities since λ remains fixed.

A variation of this experiment can be conducted in the case of nonuniform information costs.

Again, 100 circles appear on the screen, with continuous, dashed, or dashed-dotted outline. Subjects

have to figure out which type appears most often and receive $10 when guessing right. We suppose

that it is easier to distinguish continuous circles (see Figure 8). Hence, verifying whether these

prevail is easier than verifying whether the other types prevail. In this sense, the setup is equivalent

to the Tripartite Race example we studied earlier.

Figure 8 Experiment with 100 = 33 + 33 + 34 circles. Subjects guess which type appears most (here, dash-dotted)

Repetition of the experiment yields choice frequencies that can be interpreted as conditional

choice probabilities. Utilizing again the posterior beliefs and invariant ratio characterized in (14),

we can elicit the information costs (see (40) and (42) in Appendix C):

λ1 = u($10)
(
log p(34 circles have continues outline | continuous is guessed to be the majority)

p(34 circles have dotted outline | continuous is guessed to be the majority)

)−1

,
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λ2 = u($10)
(
log p(34 circles have dotted outline | dotted is guessed to be the majority)

p(34 circles have dash-dotted outline | dash-dotted is guessed to be the majority)

)−1

.

Again, these equations have testable implications.

In a similar vein, Oliveira et al. (2016) introduce a method to elicit preferences and to estimate

the information cost function of a rationally inattentive consumer. They consider an environment

where the consumer is asked to make two choices: first, she has to choose a choice set, i.e., form a

“choice menu”. Then, she selects in a rationally inattentive fashion from the alternatives belonging

to her choice menu. Their insights are generated from analyzing the consumer’s selection of menus

– a rationally inattentive consumer anticipates the cost of information that she will process later

on in order to pick an alternative from within the previously selected menu in a particular way.

Their setup works for what they call canonical information cost functions, to which our generalized

Shannon information cost function belongs. Thus, their insights can be applied to our cost function

in order to elicit the cost of information from the menu-selection behaviour of consumers.

8. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we develop a consumer choice model where rationally inattentive customers choose

among a given set of alternatives. Our novel contribution is the incorporation of information costs

that differ among the alternatives. This captures the notion that it might be inherently (or by

seller design) more difficult to learn about some alternatives than about others. We develop an

information cost function that distinguishes between direct and implied information obtained by

the consumer from studying each alternative, and that prioritizes the use of cheaper sources in

the acquisition and processing of information. This conditional mutual information based function

generalizes the Shannon cost functions commonly utilized in the rational inattention literature.

We analyze the choice problem of the consumer and show that the optimal choice behavior can

be characterized analytically. When the unit cost of acquiring information is the same across all

alternatives, the choice behavior reduces to the GMNL choice studied by Matějka and McKay

(2015). According to the optimal choice behavior, the conditional choice probability associated with

each alternative depends on realized values of the alternatives, their information costs, and prior

beliefs. Although the exact relationship is non-trivial, essentially the relative “attractiveness” of each

alternative is adjusted by the fact that the consumer learns more about the alternatives with lower

information costs. Accordingly, if the information obtained by these alternatives imply a higher (or

lower) likelihood of selecting a particular alternative, it is weighed into the attractiveness of that

alternative appropriately.

We study a number of limiting scenarios and typical examples to illustrate the optimal choice

behavior, and show that non-uniform information costs can induce complex consumer behaviour.
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Accordingly, the consequences for the seller depend on the particular situation. Although an asym-

metric reduction of information costs yields an overall better-informed consumer, the consumer’s

beliefs can become strongly biased by focusing on a particular information channel. Perhaps sur-

prisingly, there are situations where the market share of a product may increase when it becomes

harder to learn about it. Our characterization enables us to verify if such changes (perhaps due

to alterations in the information provision strategy of the seller) would lead to more correct (or

incorrect) choices for the consumer, and can be used to evaluate the benefits (or losses) to the seller.

We identify two scenarios where creating a difference in information costs leads to a striking change

in relative market share. One is the case when two products are very similar in nature. In such

contexts, the consumer mainly relies on the information about the product with low information

cost and forms her belief about the product with high information cost based on implied informa-

tion. As both products are similar in quality, she strongly prefers the product of which she is more

confident about. Another is the case where there is hard to evaluate product that is also believed

to be less attractive. Slight improvement in the provision of information for such products can have

significant impact on demand. In addition to above, our framework provides explanation as to why

adding an unattractive – even a dominated, never selected – product may increase the market share

of another product (known as failure of regularity). This may occur if the newly introduced inferior

product facilitates an easier access to information about existing products.

Most of the decisions that consumers have to make require time, attention and cognitive effort, all

of which are limited resources. Our model offers a micro-founded description of how such choices are

made when the consumers trade off the value of better information against the costs, in a context

where information can be acquired about the alternatives with different rates of time-and-attention-

efficiency. As noted earlier, this choice behavior and the resulting description of demand is a crucial

input to many practical operational problems. As a concluding example, consider an online firm

like airbnb.com or booking.com. When consumers search for a particular accommodation, there are

usually a large number of potential hits. It is well-known (e.g., De los Santos et al. 2012) that people

do not have the time and attention span to go through all pages. What is often displayed on the

first page (or even a subset of this page) is where most attention is directed, while choices listed

on the following pages require additional effort to evaluate. From the seller’s revenue management

perspective, it is extremely important to decide on the order at which alternatives are displayed.

Determining this requires a consumer demand model that describes how choices are going to be made

when the cost of information differs among the alternatives and the consumer is rational and efficient

when evaluating her alternatives. Going a step of further, such sellers face the trade-off between

displaying more alternatives on the same page with less related information (high information costs)

versus less alternatives but with more available information (low information costs). Our choice
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model has the potential to serve as the building block of such product assortment, ordering and

strategic information provisioning decisions.

It is important to recognize that real-life practical applications of our consumer choice model

would benefit from developments in two key areas. We make advances in both of these areas. The first

one pertains to the empirical validation of rational inattention and estimation of the choice model.

Complementing the fast growing recent economics literature on the empirical dimension of rational

inattention, we demonstrate how market share data can be used to infer the utility of customers

with limited attention using standard methods, and also discuss how preferences and information

costs can be elicited using data from experiments. The second development required pertains to

solution methods. In order to solve realistically-sized practical problems, it is necessary to develop

an efficient algorithm to first solve the consumer choice model, so that the algorithm can be readily

embedded in subsequent firm decision problems such as pricing and assortment optimization. We

develop an iterative algorithm for this purpose that exploits the necessary and sufficient conditions

derived in the paper.
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Appendix A: List of Symbols

A : Finite set of alternatives; also the r.v. taking values i∈A with the probability with which i is chosen

Ω = (Ω1 × . . .×Ωn) : The state of the world, i.e., a r.v. taking values ω ∈Rn

u (i,ω) : The utility obtained from taking alternative i in state ω

Ω1∙∙k = (Ω1 × . . .×Ωk) : k-dim. subspace of Ω, taking values ω1∙∙k ∈Rk of the k easiest to learn components

S : The signal space, i.e., a r.v. taking values s∈Rn

Δ(X) : The set of all probability distributions on r.v. X

g ∈Δ(Ω) : Prior belief

f ∈Δ(Ω×S) : Joint probability distribution over Ω and S that captures the information strategy

f (∙ | s)∈Δ(Ω) : Posterior belief given the reception of signal s

f (s |ω) : Conditional probability of receiving signal s if the state of the world is ω

f (s) : Probability of receiving signal s (marginal probability distribution of f)

R(f)∈R : The expected gross payoff implied by information strategy f (ignoring the cost of information)

C(f)∈R+ : Cost of information implied by the information strategy f

Hf (X)∈R+ : Entropy of the (marginal) probability distribution f of the random variable X

If (X,Y )∈R+ : Mutual information between X and Y under the joint distribution f ∈Δ(X ×Y )

If (X,Y |Z)∈R+ : Conditional mutual information between X and Y given Z where f ∈Δ(X ×Y ×Z)

λk ∈R+ : The unit cost of information associated to learning about Ωk; w.l.o.g. λ1 ≤ ∙ ∙ ∙ ≤ λn

p∈Δ(Ω×A) : Joint probability distribution over Ω and A that captures state related choice behavior

p (i |ω) : Conditional probability of choosing alternative i∈A when the state is ω

p (i |ω1∙∙k−1) : Partial conditional probability of choosing i∈A when ω ∈ {ω1∙∙k−1}×Ωk × . . .×Ωn

p (i) : Unconditional probability of choosing alternative i∈A

αi ∈R : Shift term for the utility in the GMNL model for alternative i∈A
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W (p) : Objective function value of the consumer for a given vector p = (p (i |ω1∙∙n−1))i∈A,ω1∙∙n−1∈Ω1∙∙n−1

M (i) ,M (i |ω1∙∙n−1) ,M (i |ω) : Unconditional and (partial) conditional market shares of alternative i

g? : True distribution of consumer types

μt : Average of consumer type distributions being feasible in period t, prior to RI choice in period t

Mt (i) ,Mt (i |ω1∙∙n−1) ,Mt (i |ω) : Market shares of alternative i after t periods

Uωi,n : Random utility of consumer n choosing alternative i in state (of type) ω

Appendix B: Proofs

For ease of notation, we set λ0 = 0 and write unconditionals by conditioning on nothing, e.g. p(i) = p(i |ω1∙∙0).

Proof of Proposition 1

For a given information strategy f , we define the set of signals that lead to the choice of alternative i as

Si (f) :=

{

s∈ S | i∈ argmax
i∈A

∑

ω

f (ω | s)u (i,ω)

}

.

Accordingly, we calculate the conditional choice probability for alternative i given state ω as p (i |ω) :=
∑

s∈Si
f (s |ω) . This defines the joint probability p ∈ Δ(Ω×A) via p (ω, i) = p (i |ω) g (ω) and the uncon-

ditional probability of choosing i as p (i) :=
∑
ω

p (i |ω) g (ω) . We next invoke a lemma stating that the

posterior beliefs are identical for signals that induce the same action.

Lemma 2. Let f be optimal and let i ∈ A be such that p (i |ω) > 0. Then, for all signals s′, s′′ ∈ Si the

posterior beliefs are identical, i.e., f(∙ | s′) = f(∙ | s′′).

Proof of Lemma 2 The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that i ∈ A is such that pf (i,ω) > 0, and

that there exist S′, S′′ ⊆ Si, satisfying
∑
ω∈Ω

∑
s′∈S′ f (s′,ω) > 0,

∑
ω∈Ω

∑
s′′∈S′′ f (s′′,ω) > 0, and f(∙ | s′) 6=

f(∙ | s′′) for all s′ ∈ S′, s′′ ∈ S′′. We can construct a better information strategy h as follows. Pick some

ŝ∈ S′ ∪S′′. Define h by setting for all ω:

h (s,ω) : = f (s,ω) for all s /∈ (S′ ∪S′′) , (21)

h (̂s |ω) : =
∑

s′∈S′

f(s′ |ω)+
∑

s′′∈S′′

f(s′′ |ω), and (22)

h (s,ω) : = 0 for all s∈ (S′ ∪S′′) \ {ŝ} . (23)

Note that h is consistent with g . The consumer chooses i under h whenever observing some signal s∈ S′∪S′′

under f ; other choices remain unaffected such that h yields the same revenue as f . Thus, it suffices to show

that the information costs of h is lower than of f . Since the difference between the mutual information of h

and f stems from where the distributions differ, it is helpful to make use of the the probability distributions

restricted to this domain. More precisely, we construct a probability distribution f |S′∪S′′,Ω1∙∙k
on the restricted

domain D := (S′ ∪S′′)×Ω1∙∙k from f by rescaling to f(D) =
∑

(s,ω1∙∙k)∈D f (s,ω1∙∙k). Formally, let

f |D (s,ω1∙∙k) = f (D)−1
f (s,ω1∙∙k) for all (s,ω1∙∙k)∈D.
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Analogously, we define h|D. Now, dividing the following equation by f (D),

If (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1)− Ih (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1)

=
∑

s∈S

∑

ω1∙∙k

f (s,ω1∙∙k)

(

log
f (∙ |ω1∙∙k)

f (∙ |ω1∙∙k−1)

)

−
∑

s∈S

∑

ω1∙∙k

h (s,ω1∙∙k)

(

log
h (∙ |ω1∙∙k)

h (∙ |ω1∙∙k−1)

)

(21)-(23)
=

∑

(s,ω1∙∙k)∈D

f (s,ω1∙∙k)

(

log
f (∙ |ω1∙∙k)

f (∙ |ω1∙∙k−1)

)

−
∑

ω1∙∙k

h (̂s,ω1∙∙k)

(

log
h (̂s |ω1∙∙k)

h (̂s |ω1∙∙k−1)

)

,

we get

f (D)−1 ∙ [If (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1)− Ih (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1)]

=
∑

(s,ω1∙∙k)∈D

f |D (s,ω1∙∙k) log
f |D (s |ω1∙∙k)

f |D (s |ω1∙∙k−1)
−
∑

ω1∙∙k

h|D (̂s,ω1∙∙k) log
h|D (̂s |ω1∙∙k)

h|D (̂s |ω1∙∙k−1)

since the ratio of the conditionals within the log terms remains the same when restricting the domain to D.

Applying Pr(x, y) = Pr (x | y) ∙Pr(y), we obtain

If (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1)− Ih (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1)
f (D)

=
∑

(s,ω1∙∙k)∈D

f |D (s,ω1∙∙k) log

(
f |D (s,ω1∙∙k)

f |D (s,ω1∙∙k−1)
−

f |D (ω1∙∙k)
f |D (ω1∙∙k−1)

)

−
∑

ω1∙∙k

h|D (̂s,ω1∙∙k) log

(
h|D (̂s |ω1∙∙k)

h|D (̂s |ω1∙∙k−1)
−

h|D (ω1∙∙k)
h|D (ω1∙∙k−1)

)

By the construction of h, (21)-(23), this can be further simplified to

f (D)−1 ∙ [If (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1)− Ih (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1)]

=
∑

(s,ω1∙∙k)∈D

f |D (s,ω1∙∙k)

(

log
f |D (s,ω1∙∙k)

f |D (s,ω1∙∙k−1)

)

−
∑

ω1∙∙k∈Rk

h|D (̂s,ω1∙∙k)

(

log
h|D (̂s,ω)

h|D (̂s,ω1∙∙k−1)

)

= Hf |D (S,Ω1∙∙k−1)−Hf |D (S,Ω1∙∙k)− [Hf |D (Ω1∙∙k−1)−Hf |D (Ω1∙∙k)]

= If |D (S,Ω1∙∙k |Ω1∙∙k−1)≥ 0.

Since we have multiple posteriors on S′ ∪ S′′, it cannot be true that for all k = 1, . . . ,n, S and Ω1∙∙k are

independent conditional on Ω1∙∙k−1. Hence, there exists k for which the last term is strictly positive. But

then If (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1)− Ih (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1) > 0, implying that h is strictly cheaper than f ; a contradiction.

Proof of Proposition 1 (Continued) According to Lemma 2, an optimal information strategy f neces-

sitates a single posterior for all signals s∈ Si(f). Denote by p the probabilistic choice induced by f . With,

∑

ω

∑

i∈A

∑

s∈Si

f(s |ω)g(ω)
∑

ω′

f(ω′ | s)u(i,ω′) =
∑

i∈A

(
∑

ω′

f(ω′ | s∈ Si)u(i,ω′)

)
∑

ω

∑

s∈Si

f(s |ω)g(ω)

=
∑

i∈A

(
∑

ω′

p(ω′ | i)u(i,ω′))

)

p(i),

we infer

R(f) =
∑

i∈A

∑

ω

u(i,ω)p(i |ω)g(ω). (24)

Turning to the information cost, denote with A the random variable that takes the value i with the

probability that i is chosen. We argue that the distribution of Ω conditional on S is the same as the

distribution of Ω conditional on A, hence knowing A is as informative about Ω as knowing S, i.e.,

If (Ω`,S |Ω1∙∙`−1) = Ip (Ω`,A |Ω1∙∙`−1) . (25)
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Formally, this can be seen as follows: p(∙ | i,ω1∙∙k−1) = f(∙ | s,ω1∙∙k−1) ∈ Δ(Ωk) for s ∈ Si implies

Hp(∙|i,ω1∙∙k−1) (Ωk) = Hf(∙|s,ω1∙∙k−1) (Ωk) for s∈ Si. Thus,

If (Ωk,S |Ω1∙∙k−1) =
∑

ω1∙∙k−1

f (ω1∙∙k−1)Hf(∙|ω1∙∙k−1) (Ωk)−
∑

ω1∙∙k−1

∑

i

∑

s∈Si

f (s)f (ω1∙∙k−1 | s)Hf(∙|s,ω1∙∙k−1) (Ωk)

=
∑

ω1∙∙k−1

f (ω1∙∙k−1)Hf(∙|ω1∙∙k−1) (Ωk)−
∑

ω1∙∙k−1

∑

i

p (i)p (ω1∙∙k−1 | a)Hp(∙|a,ω1∙∙k−1) (Ωk)

= Ip (Ωk,A |Ω1∙∙k−1) .

The cost of information can now be written as
∑n

k=1 λk ∙ Ip (Ωk,A |Ω1∙∙k−1). Using Hp(∙|ω1∙∙k) (A) =

−
∑

i∈A
p (i |ω1∙∙k) log p (i |ω1∙∙k) and Ip (Ωk,A |Ω1∙∙k−1) = Hp(∙|ω1∙∙k) (A)−Hp(∙|ω1∙∙k−1) (A), we can write the

objective in terms of {p (i |ω1∙∙k)}i∈A,ω1∙∙k∈Ω1∙∙k
. Thus, every optimal information strategy f induces choice

probabilities p that also maximize the objectives of Proposition 1.

On the other hand, let {p∗ (i |ω1∙∙k)}i∈A,ω1∙∙k∈Ω1∙∙k
solve the problem in the Proposition 1. Select |A| distinct

signals {s̄i}i∈A
. Define f∗ by

f∗ (s,ω) =

{
p (i |ω)p (ω) , if s = s̄
0, otherwise.

Then, f∗ is consistent with the prior belief, i.e., it satisfies (7). Suppose there were another information

strategy f̂ that achieves a higher objective (6) than f∗. Then, (24) and (25) imply that f̂ induces choice

probabilities that do better in the problem of Proposition 1 than {p∗ (i |ω1∙∙k)}i∈A,ω1∙∙k∈Ω1∙∙k
, a contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 1

The Lagrangian with variables (p (i |ω))
i∈A,ω∈Ω and multipliers (ξ (i |ω))i∈A,ω∈Ω ≥ 0 on inequalities and

multipliers (ϕ (ω))
ω∈Ω on equalities is given by

∑

i∈A

∑

ω∈Ω

u (i,ω)p (i |ω) g (ω)−
n∑

k=1

λk

∑

ω1∙∙k

g (ω1∙∙k)
∑

j∈A

p (j |ω1∙∙k) log p (j |ω1∙∙k)

+
n∑

k=1

λk

∑

ω1∙∙k

g (ω1∙∙k−1)
∑

j∈A

p (j |ω1∙∙k−1) log p (j |ω1∙∙k−1)

+
∑

i∈A

∑

ω∈Ω

ξ (i |ω)p (i |ω) g (ω)+
∑

ω∈Ω

ϕ (ω)
∑

i∈A

(1− p (i |ω)) g (ω)

If p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) > 0, then p (i |ω1∙∙k) > 0 for k < n and the first-order condition with respect to p (i |ω) is

0 = u (i,ω)+
n∑

k=1

λk (log p (i |ω1∙∙k−1)− log p (i |ω1∙∙k))+ ξ (i |ω)−ϕ (ω)

for g (ω) > 0. This implies p (i |ω) > 0: Suppose p (i |ω) = 0. Then, log p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) − log p (i |ω) = +∞,

implying ϕ (ω) = +∞. However, ϕ (ω) = +∞ requires ξ (j |ω) = +∞ for j such that p (j |ω) > 0, a contra-

diction. Consequently, ξ (i |ω) = 0, giving

e
ϕ(ω)
λn p (i |ω) = e

u(i,ω)
λn

n−1∏

k=0

p (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn . (26)

Summing up over j ∈A gives

e
ϕ(ω)
λn =

∑

j∈A

eu(j,ω)

n−1∏

k=0

p (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk (27)

and insertion of (27) into (26) yields (10). If p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 0, the claim is trivially true.
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Proof of Lemma 1

Insertion of the necessary conditions (10) into the objective of Proposition 1 yields

∑

i∈A

∑

ω∈Ω

u (i,ω)p (i |ω) g (ω) +
n∑

k=1

λk

∑

ω1∙∙k

g (ω1∙∙k−1)
∑

j∈A

p (j |ω1∙∙k−1) log p (j |ω1∙∙k−1)

−
n−1∑

k=1

λk

∑

ω1∙∙k

g (ω1∙∙k)
∑

j∈A

p (j |ω1∙∙k) log p (j |ω1∙∙k)

− λn

∑

ω

g (ω)
∑

j∈A

p (j |ω) log
e(

u(i,ω)
λn

)p (i)
λ1
λn
∏n

k=1 p (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

∑
j∈A e(

u(j,ω)
λn

)p (j)
λ1
λn
∏n

k=1 p (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

.

Straightforward application of logarithm calculation and cancelation of terms gives W (p). Now, if p∗ solves

the program of Lemma 1, calculating conditionals {p∗(i | ω)}i,ω via (10) yields conditionals that solve the

objective of Proposition 1 (otherwise, there would exist conditionals {p∗∗(i |ω)}i,ω with partial conditionals

p∗∗ that relate to another via (10) and for which W (p∗∗) > W (p∗), a contradiction to the optimality of p∗).

By the same argument, solving Proposition 1 induces a solution of the objective of Lemma 1.

Proof of Theorem 2

“Only if” Let p∗ be optimal. Then, for p∗ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) > 0 we have

∑

ωn∈Ωn

g (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1)
e

u(i,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn

∏n−1
k=0 p∗ (i |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)

λn

∏n−1
k=0 p∗ (j |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

(10)
=

∑

ωn∈Ωn

g (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1)p∗ (i |ω)

= p∗ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) .

Suppose p∗ (̂ı | ω̂1∙∙n−1) = 0 but

∑

ωn∈Ωn

g (ωn | ω̂1∙∙n−1)
e

u(i,ω̂1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω̂1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn

∏n−1
k=0 p∗ (j | ω̂1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

− 1 =: Δ > 0 (28)

Construct a p̃ by multiplying p∗ (j |ω1∙∙n−1) with 1−ε, ε > 0, and increasing p∗ (̂ı |ω1∙∙n−1) to ε for all ω1∙∙n−1,

i.e.,

p̃ (j |ω1∙∙n−1) =

{
(1− ε)p∗ (j |ω1∙∙n−1) , j 6= ı̂
(1− ε)p∗ (j |ω1∙∙n−1)+ ε, j = ı̂

For k < n, this yields p̃ (̂ı |ω1∙∙k) = (1− ε)p∗ (̂ı |ω1∙∙k) + ε and p̃ (j |ω1∙∙k) = (1− ε)p∗ (j |ω1∙∙k) for j 6= ı̂,

implying

W (p̃)−W (p∗)
λn

=
∑

ω

g (ω) log




∑

j∈A e
u(j,ω)

λn

∏n−1
k=0 p̃ (j |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn

∏n−1
k=0 p∗ (j |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn





=
∑

ω

g (ω) log



1− ε +
e

u(ı̂,ω)
λn

∏n−1
k=0 ((1− ε)p∗ (̂ı |ω1∙∙k)+ ε)

λk+1−λk
λn

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn

∏n−1
k=0 p∗ (j |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn





≥
∑

ω

g (ω) log



1− ε + ε
e

u(ı̂,ω)
λn

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn

∏n−1
k=0 p∗ (j |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn



 .
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With x (ω) denoting

x (ω) :=
e

u(i,ω)
λn

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω)
λn

∏n−1
k=0 p∗ (j |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

− 1,

and log (1+ εx (ω)) = εx (ω)+ R2 (εx (ω)) where |R2 (εx (ω))| ≤ ε2x (ω)2 / (1− εx (ω)), we have

W (p̃)−W (p∗)
ελn

≥
1
ε

∑

ω

g (ω) (εx (ω)+ R2 (εx (ω)))
(28)
= Δ+

1
ε

∑

ω

g (ω)R2 (εx (ω)) ≥ Δ−
∑

ω

g (ω)
εx (ω)2

1− εx (ω)

which is greater than zero for sufficient small ε, a contradiction to p∗ being optimal.

“If” Let p̂ satisfy the conditions (15) and (16). To establish optimality of p̂, note that condition (15)

implies (10). This can be seen by taking the expectation of (15) over ω1∙∙n−1, which gives

∑

ω

g (ω)
e

u(i,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn

∏n−1
k=0 p (i |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn ∙

∏n−1
k=0 p (j |ω1∙∙1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

= p (i) =
∑

ω

p (i |ω) g (ω) .

This in turn implies the necessary conditions specified in Theorem 1:

0 =
∑

ω

g (ω)




p (i |ω)−

e
u(i,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)

λn

∏n−1
k=0 p (i |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn ∙

∏n−1
k=0 p (j |ω1∙∙1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn




 .

Hence, we can use the problem of Lemma 1 or—to avoid controversion with the definition of subgradients—

the equivalent minimization of −W . We will show that the objective −W is convex. With linear constraints

and Slater’s conditions being satisfied, sufficient (and necessary) conditions for p̂ to be optimal are:

0∈−∂p̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1)W (p̂)+ ξ (i |ω1∙∙n−1)+ ϕ (ω1∙∙n−1) , (29)

with p̂ (i |ω1∙∙n−1)≥ 0, ξ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) p̂ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 0, and
∑

i∈A p̂ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 1 for all i∈A and all ω1∙∙n−1 ∈

Ω1∙∙n−1, where −∂W denotes the subdifferential of −W , and ξ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) and ϕ (ω1∙∙n−1) denote the

Lagrange multipliers. We complete the proof by showing that γ given by γp̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1) = −λng (ω1∙∙n−1) for

p̂ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) > 0 and

γp̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1) =−λng (ω1∙∙n−1)
∑

ωn∈Ωn

g (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1)
e

u(i,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)

λn ∙
∏n−1

k=0 p̂ (j |ω1∙∙1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

(30)

for p̂ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 0, is a subgradient of −W at p̂ that satisfies (29).

To establish concavity of W , let p1 = (p1 (j |ω1∙∙n−1))j∈A,ω1∙∙n−1∈Ω1∙∙n−1
and p2 =

(p2 (j |ω1∙∙n−1))j∈A,ω1∙∙n−1∈Ω1∙∙n−1
denote two probability vectors and let p = δp1 + (1− δ)p2, δ ∈ (0,1).

Then, p (j |ω1∙∙k) = αp1 (j |ω1∙∙k)+ (1− δ)p2 (j |ω1∙∙k) for k < n. This implies
n−1∏

k=0

p (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn = δ
n−1∏

k=0

p1 (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn +(1− δ)
n−1∏

k=0

p2 (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

since
∑n−1

k=0

λk+1−λk

λn
= 1. We now get

log

(
∑

j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn

n−1∏

k=0

p (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

)

= log

(

δ
∑

j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn

n−1∏

k=0

p1 (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn +(1− δ)
∑

j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn

n−1∏

k=0

p2 (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

)

≥ δ log

(
∑

j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn

n−1∏

k=0

p1 (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

)

+(1− δ) log

(
∑

j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn

n−1∏

k=0

p2 (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

)

,
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where the inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality. Taking the expectation over ω on both sides establishes

the claim.

If p̂ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) > 0, the partial derivative exists and −∂p̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1)W (p̂) = −∇p̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1)W (p̂). To deter-

mine the gradient, note that

∂p (j |ω1∙∙k)
∂p (i | ω̃1∙∙n−1)

=

{
g (ω̃k+1∙∙n−1 | ω̃1∙∙k) , if ω̃1∙∙k = ω1∙∙k and j = i,
0, otherwise.

For p (i | ω̃1∙∙n−1) > 0, using the generalized product rule d
dx

[∏k

i=1 gi(x)
]

=
(∏k

j=1 gj(x)
)(∑k

i=1

g′
i(x)

gi(x)

)
, we

obtain

∂
∏n−1

k=0 p (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

∂p (i | ω̃1∙∙n−1)
=

n−1∏

k=0

p (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

c(ω1∙∙`,ω̃1∙∙n−1)∑

`=1

λ`+1 −λ`

λn

g (ω̃`+1∙∙n−1 | ω̃1∙∙`)
p (i | ω̃1∙∙`)

,

where c (ω1∙∙`, ω̃1∙∙n−1) = max{k |ω1∙∙k = ω̃1∙∙k} denotes the maximal index upon which ω1∙∙` and ω̃1∙∙n−1

coincide. Hence, we have

∂W (p)
∂p (i | ω̃1∙∙n−1)

= λn

∑

ω

g (ω)
e

u(i,ω)
λn

∏n−1
k=0 p (i |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

∑c(ω1∙∙`,ω̃1∙∙n−1)
`=0

λ`+1−λ`

λn

g(ω̃`+1∙∙n−1|ω̃1∙∙`)
p(i|ω̃1∙∙`)

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn ∙
∏n−1

k=0 p (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

This gives the following formula of the gradient for p (i | ω̃1∙∙n−1) > 0,

∇p(i|ω̃1∙∙n−1)W =
n−1∑

c=0

(λc+1 −λc)
g (ω̃c+1∙∙n−1 | ω̃1∙∙c)

p (i | ω̃1∙∙c)

∑

ω s.t. ω1∙∙c=ω̃1∙∙c

g (ω)
e

u(i,ω)
λn

∏n−1
k=0 p (i |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn ∙
∏n−1

k=0 p (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

,

(31)

where and g (ω̃c+1∙∙n−1 | ω̃1∙∙c) equals g (ω̃1∙∙n−1) and 1 for c = 0 and c = n − 1, respectively. Applying (10) to

(31) gives

∇p(i|ω̃1∙∙n−1)W (p̂) =
n−1∑

c=0

(λc+1 −λc)
g (ω̃c+1∙∙n−1 | ω̃1∙∙c)

p̂ (i | ω̃1∙∙c)

∑

ω s.t. ω1∙∙c=ω̃1∙∙c

g (ω) p̂ (i |ω) = λng (ω̃1∙∙n−1) .

This justifies γp̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1) =−λng (ω1∙∙n−1) for p̂ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) > 0 and moreover has the consequence that (29)

and ξ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) p̂ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 0 imply ϕ (ω1∙∙n−1) = λng (ω1∙∙n−1) . For p̂ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 0, (29) thus imposes

0 ∈ −∂p̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1)W (p̂) + λng (ω1∙∙n−1) + ξ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) on the multipliers ξ (i |ω1∙∙n−1) ≥ 0, with which γ (p̂)

is compatible as of (29) and (30). Remains to show that γ (p̂) is a subgradient of −W at p̂: we have

〈
γT (p̂) ,p− p̂

〉

= −
∑

ω1∙∙n−1

∑

i:p̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1)>0

λng (ω1∙∙n−1) (p (i |ω1∙∙n−1)− p̂ (i |ω1∙∙n−1))

−
∑

ω1∙∙n−1

∑

i:p̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1)=0




λng (ω1∙∙n−1)

∑

ωn∈Ωn

g (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1) e
u(i,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)

λn

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)

λn ∙
∏n−1

k=0 p̂ (j |ω1∙∙1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn




p (i |ω1∙∙n−1)

(16)

≤ λn −
∑

ω1∙∙n−1

∑

i:p̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1)>0

λng (ω1∙∙n−1)p (i |ω1∙∙n−1)−
∑

ω1∙∙n−1

∑

i:p̂(i|ω1∙∙n−1)=0

λng (ω1∙∙n−1)p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 0

for all p.
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Proof of Proposition 2

Note that pt (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 0 implies pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙n−1) = 0. Thus, we have

W
(
pt+1

)
−W (pt)

= λn

∑

ω

g (ω) log





∑
i:pt(i|ω1∙∙n−1)>0 e

u(i,ω)
λn ∙

∏n−1
k=0 pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn ∙
∏n−1

k=0 pt (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn





= λn

∑

ω

g (ω) log




∑

i:pt(i|ω1∙∙n−1)>0

e
u(i,ω)

λn ∙
∏n−1

k=0 pt (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω)
λn ∙

∏n−1
k=0 pt (j |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

n−1∏

k=0

(
pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙k)
pt (i |ω1∙∙k)

)λk+1−λk
λn





≥ λn

∑

ω

g (ω)
∑

i:pt(i|ω1∙∙n−1)>0

e
u(i,ω)

λn ∙
∏n−1

k=0 pt (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

∑
j∈A e

u(j,ω)
λn ∙

∏n−1
k=0 pt (j |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

log




n−1∏

k=0

(
pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙k)
pt (i |ω1∙∙k)

)λk+1−λk
λn





which follows from Jensen’s inequality. Collecting the term that equals pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙n−1) in the last row gives

= λn

∑

ω1∙∙n−1∈Ω1∙∙n−1

g (ω1∙∙n−1)
∑

i:pt(i|ω1∙∙n−1)>0

(
n−1∑

k=0

λk+1 −λk

λn

log
pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙k)
pt (i |ω1∙∙k)

)

pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙n−1) .

Finally, we rearrange to get the desired inequality,

W
(
pt+1

)
−W (pt) ≥

∑

i:pt(i|ω1∙∙n−1)>0

n−1∑

k=0

(λk+1 −λk)
∑

ω1∙∙n−1∈Ω1∙∙n−1

pt+1 (i,ω1∙∙n−1) log

(
pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙k)
pt (i |ω1∙∙k)

)

=
n−1∑

k=0

(λk+1 −λk)
∑

ω1∙∙k∈ω1∙∙k

g (ω1∙∙k)
∑

i:pt(i|ω1∙∙n−1)>0

pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙k) log

(
pt+1 (i |ω1∙∙k)
pt (i |ω1∙∙k)

)

Proof of Theorem 3

Because of the compactness of the domain, the set of accumulation points of the sequence {pt} is nonempty.

Denote this set by P̃. Moreover, δ(pt) given by δ(pt) = W (pt+1)−W (pt) is a continuous extended real valued

function in pt. Thus, for every accumulation point p̃ of {pt} and subsequence {ptr} that converges to p̃, we

have δ(ptr )→ δ(p̃). By Proposition 2, δ(pt)→ 0 for t→∞, we infer δ(p̃) = 0. This with Proposition 2 implies

that p̃+1 = p̃ on non-zero components, i.e., p̃ satisfies (15). Thus, once δ(pt) = 0, Step 2 of the algorithm

found a point, say p∗, that satisfies (15). This p∗ constitutes a solution for the problem of Proposition 1

when specified on the restricted domain where all p (i |ω1∙∙n−1) that take values zero in p∗ are required to

be zero, i.e., p∗ in conjunction with (10) gives conditional choice probabilities {p∗ (i |ω)}
i∈A,ω∈Ω that solve

maximize
{p(i|ω)}i∈A,ω∈Ω

∑

i∈A

∑

ω∈Ω

u (i,ω)p (i |ω) g (ω)−
n∑

k=1

λk ∙ Ip (Ωk,A |Ω1∙∙k−1) (32)

subject to p (i |ω)≥ 0 for all i∈A and ω ∈Ω,

p (i |ω) = 0 for all i∈A and ω ∈Ω such that p∗ (i |ω) = 0, (33)
∑

i∈A

p (i |ω) = 1 for all ω ∈Ω. (34)

In Step 3 of the algorithm, either (16) is confirmed and by Theorem 2 we have found and optimal p; or

the incremental change of p∗ strictly increases the objective, as is show in the “only if”-part in the proof

of Theorem 2. Then, the outcome of Step 2 will give a p∗∗ for which W (p∗∗) > W (p∗). Thus, the zeros in

p∗∗ must be different from the zeros in p∗ as otherwise p∗ would not be a solution to (32)-(34). Since the

number of possible combinations of zeros in p is finite, the algorithm terminates.
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Appendix C: Derivation of the Closed Solution of Example 1

Note that p(ωc | ωa, ωb, i) = 1 for all ω ∈ Ω̄. As a result, conditions (14) simplify to

p (ωb | ωa, i) ∙ p (ωa | i)
λa
λb

p (ωb | ωa, j) ∙ p (ωa | j)
λa
λb

=
e

u(i,ω)
λb

e
u(j,ω)

λb

. (35)

We now use (35) and consistency,
∑

i∈{a,c,b} p (ωb | ωa, i) ∙ p (ωa | i) ∙ p (i) = g(ωa, ωb), to infer the closed-form

solution for the choice probabilities for if p(a), p(b), p(c) > 0 (The results for p(c) = 0 are obtained through

the algorithm in §6.2.). First, we express (35) for the states ω = (0, vb,0) and ω = (0,0, vc), respectively:

p (vb | 0, a) ∙ p (0 | a)
λa
λb

p (vb | 0, b) ∙ p (0 | b)
λa
λb

=
e

0
λa

e
vb
λb

=
1

evb/λb
(36)

p (vb | 0, b) ∙ p (0 | b)
λa
λb

p (vb | 0, c) ∙ p (0 | c)
λa
λb

=
e

vb
λa

e
0

λb

= evb/λb (37)

p (0 | 0, a) ∙ p (0 | a)
λa
λb

p (0 | 0, b) ∙ p (0 | b)
λa
λb

=
e

0
λa

e
0

λb

= 1 (38)

p (0 | 0, b) ∙ p (0 | b)
λa
λb

p (0 | 0, c) ∙ p (0 | c)
λa
λb

=
e

0
λa

e
vc
λb

=
1

evc/λb
(39)

For the state ω = (va,0,0), using p(0 | va, a) = p(0 | va, b) = 1, equations (35) even simplify to

p(va | a) = p(va | b)e
va/λa (40)

p(va | b) = p(va|c) (41)

We also know p(va | b) + p(0 | b) = 1 and p(va | c) + p(0 | c) = 1, which with (41) imply p(0 | b) = p(0 | c).

Hence, we can also re-write (37) and (39) as

p(vb | 0, b) = p(vc | 0, c)evb/λb (42)

p(0 | 0, c) = p(0 | 0, b)evc/λb (43)

From (42) and (43), and using p(vb | 0, b)+ p(0 | 0, b) = 1 and p(vc | 0, c)+ p(0 | 0, c) = 1, we obtain

p(vb | 0, b) = p(vc | 0, b) =
e(vb+vc)/λb − evb/λb

e(vb+vc)/λb − 1
(44)

p(vb | 0, c) = p(vc | 0, c) =
evc/λb − 1

e(vb+vc)/λb − 1
(45)

p(0 | 0, b) =
evb/λb − 1

e(vb+vc)/λb − 1
(46)

p(0 | 0, c) =
e(vb+vc)/λb − evc/λb

e(vb+vc)/λb − 1
(47)

Similarly, from (36) and (38), using p(vb | 0, a)+ p(0 | 0, a) = 1 and p(vc | 0, a)+ p(0 | 0, a) = 1, we solve for

p(vb | 0, a) = p(vc | 0, a) =
evc/λb − 1

evb/λb + evc/λb − 2
(48)

p(0 | 0, a) =
evb/λb − 1

evb/λb + evc/λb − 2
(49)
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Noting that p(va | va, i) = 1 and p(va | 0, i) = 0 for all i ∈ {a, b, c}, we have so far expressed the posterior

probabilities of the form p(∙ | ∙, i), i∈ {a, b, c}. Next, we proceed with the derivations of the posteriors of the

form p(∙ | i) for all i∈ {a, b, c}. We substitute p(0 | 0, a) and p(0 | 0, b) in (38), and obtain

p(0 | a) = p(0 | b)

(
evb/λb + evc/λb − 2

e(vb+vc)/λb − 1

) λb
λa

(50)

For notational convenience, let us define

ξ :=

(
evb/λb + evc/λb − 2

e(vb+vc)/λb − 1

) λb
λa

(51)

Recognizing that p(vi | j)+ p(0 | j) = 1 for all i, j ∈ {a, b, c}, and substituting into (40) and (50) yields

p(va | a) = p(vb | a) = p(vc | a) =
eva/λa(1− ξ)
eva/λa − ξ

(52)

p(0 | a) =
ξ(eva/λa − 1)
eva/λa − ξ

(53)

p(va | b) = p(vb | b) = p(vc | c) = p(va | c) = p(vb | c) = p(vc | c) =
1− ξ

eva/λa − ξ
(54)

p(0 | b) = p(0 | c) =
eva/λa − 1
eva/λa − ξ

(55)

As a result, we have completed the derivation of all posterior probabilities in our problem. These posteriors

need to be consistent with the prior beliefs of the consumer. Specifically, for alternative a, we have

ga = p(va | a)p(a)+ p(va | b)p(b)+ p(va | c)p(c) (56)

Substituting p(va | a), p(va | b) and p(va | c), and using p(a) + p(b) + p(c) = 1, we obtain the closed-form

solution for p(a) as

p(a) =
(
eva/λa − 1

)−1
(

ga

eva/λa − ξ

1− ξ
− 1

)

(57)

where ξ is given in (51). In a similar fashion, and through more algebra, we can also solve for p(b) and p(c),

p(c) = gc

(
ea/λa − ξ

) (
e(vb+vc)/λb − 1

)

(eva/λa − 1) (evb/λb − 1) (evc/λb − 1)
−

1
(evc/λb − 1)

−

(
ξ
(
e(vb+vc)/λb − 1

)

(evb/λb + evc/λb − 2) (evc/λb − 1)
−

1
(evc/λb − 1)

)

p (a) (58)

p(b) = 1− p(a)− p(c). (59)

Appendix D: Inference from Market Shares – Model and Steady State Specification

Let Ω denote the finite type space. The common prior distribution over distributions of types is denoted

by G ∈ Δ(Δ(Ω)) . The type distributions initially deemed possible is given as Γ0 = supp (G) ⊆ Δ(Ω) and

includes the true distribution g? ∈ int(supp (G)), which is assigned a positive probability G (g?) > 0. The

common prior G induces an expected distribution of types at time 0, μ0 (ω) =
∫

g∈Γ0
g (ω)dG.

Given μ0, the agents learn ω and choose in an rationally-inattentive fashion, yielding

p1 (i |ω) =
e

u(i,ω)
λn p1 (i)

λ1
λn
∏n

k=1 p1 (i |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω)

λn p1 (j)
λ1
λn
∏n

k=1 p1 (j |ω1∙∙k)
λk+1−λk

λn
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where p1 (j |ω1∙∙k) =
∑
ω′

k+1∙∙n
μ0

(
ω′

k+1∙∙n |ω1∙∙k

)
p1 (j |ω′

1∙∙kωk+1∙∙n) , i.e., they learn based on the belief μ0.

The realized observable partial type dependent market shares are created from conditional choice and true

type distribution, M1 (i |ω1∙∙n−1) =
∑

ωn
g? (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1)p1 (i |ω) . Now, the set of possible type distributions

Γ0 is refined to those compatible with the observed M1 (i |ω1∙∙n−1) ,

Γ1 =

{

g ∈ Γ0 |M1 (i |ω1∙∙n−1) =
∑

ωn

p1 (i |ω)g (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1) for all ω1∙∙n−1 ∈Ω1∙∙n−1

}

In general, given the set of possible distributions Γt, the prior μt is determined as

μt (ω) =
1

G (Γt)

∫

g∈Γt

g (ω)dG (60)

Again, (10) pins down the conditional choice probabilities, which induce partial type dependent market share

Mt (i |ω1∙∙n−1) =
∑

ωn

g? (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1)pt (i |ω ) (61)

This is only compatible with some type distributions g ∈ Γt giving the new set of beliefs Γt+1,

Γt+1 =

{

g ∈ Γt |Mt (i,ω1∙∙n−1) =
∑

ωn

g (ω)pt (i |ω) for all ω1∙∙n−1 ∈Ω1∙∙n−1

}

Steady state is reached if Γt+1 = Γt. In a finite number of steps, this procedure reaches the steady state.

The argument is exactly the same as for Caplin et al. (2016b, Lemma 1), and is omitted.

Next, we argue that Γt+1 = Γt implies Mt (i,ω1∙∙n−1) = pt (i,ω1∙∙n−1) . This also means g? (ω1∙∙n−1) =

gt (ω1∙∙n−1) and Mt (i |ω1∙∙k) = pt (i |ω1∙∙k) for all k = 1, . . . ,n−1. From this follows (20). Note that Γt+1 = Γt

means Mt (i,ω1∙∙n−1) =
∑

ωn
g (ω)pt (i |ω) for all g ∈ Γt and ω1∙∙n−1 ∈Ω1∙∙n−1. Plugging this into

pt (i,ω1∙∙n−1) =
∑

ωn

μt (ωn ,ω1∙∙n−1)pt (i |ω)
(60)
=
∑

ωn

(
1

G (Γt)

∑

g∈Γt

g (ω)G (g)

)

pt (i |ω)

=
1

G (Γt)

∑

g∈Γt

G (g)
∑

ωn

g (ω)pt (i |ω)

gives the desired result:

pt (i,ω1∙∙n−1) =
1

G (Γt)

∑

g∈Γt

G (g)Mt (i,ω1∙∙n−1) = Mt (i,ω1∙∙n−1) (62)

Finally, we also establish that reducing the scope to those alternatives that are chosen in steady state

allows us to consider them chosen as if rationally-inattentive consumer’s had chosen them knowing the true

prior: Suppose we reached a steady state with non-eliminated type distributions Γ̄ and where market share

is nonzero for alternatives Ā = {i |M (i) > 0}. With

pt (i |ω1∙∙n−1)
(62)
= Mt (i |ω1∙∙n−1)

(61)
=
∑

ωn

g? (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1)pt (i |ω)

(10)
=
∑

ωn

g? (ωn |ω1∙∙n−1)
e

u(i,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)
λn

∏n−1
k=0 pt (i |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

∑
j∈A

e
u(j,ω1∙∙n−1ωn)

λn

∏n−1
k=0 pt (j |ω1∙∙k)

λk+1−λk
λn

,

it follows that pt (i |ω1∙∙n−1) satisfy the necessary and sufficient conditions for prior g?.
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